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Mike Tyson’s Unconstitutional Trial 
3113192 #l HATONN 

Hatonn present to continue with 
our writing. I apologize for starting so 
early this morning but the tape had to 
be done for the Constitutional Law 
Center regarding Tyson. 

TYSON: UNCONSTITUTIONAL 
TRIAL 

I make no judgment as to the 
man’s innocence or guilt. I do say that 
the young man did not have fair hear- 
ing under his right of protection under 
the Constitution--and THAT is what 
you are about; not judging. The child 
in point went to this man’s room of her 
own accord in the wee hours of the 
morning and regardless of what is 
“said” --she expected to have, and did 
so, sex. 

The Judge, then, in jury in- 
structions disallowed all evidence re- 
garding “actions” which would indi- 
cate to the jury that the sexual encoun- 
ter was simply consentual. This is 
what is wrong with the trial. The 
young man in point did not have a just 
trial or hearing. If you are going to be 
worthy of having Constitutional jus- 
tice in your courts--you must set aside 
all predisposed notions of personal 
feelings and go with the Constitutional 
LAW. If there was- a law broken-- 
fine, allow that to be identified justly. 
If the laws of God are in point--that is 

between God and individual. Yours is 
to bring back Constitutional Law unto 
the people and the judicial system. A 
person has a right to a “fair” trial by 
a jury of “peers”. 

You, Gene Dixon, as Acting’Dean 
of the Law Center, must act NOW-- 
before that sentencing hearing on the 
26th. Do not let this young man go to 
jail, if at all possible, for his crime is 
not worthy of such treatment. The 
young lady is making great attention 
and payments in this “lie” and it is a 
g&example of injustice--regardless 
of what the man’s “habits” may be. I 
think you will find that the bad habits 
will improve right quickly. Pushing 
women around seems to be his great 
pl&sure--I believe he will find that is 
no longer acceptable. 

One major point of injustice is the 
911 phone call made some 26-27 
HOURS after the fact. That was 
obviously staged for wrongful pur- 
poses. A call which is NOT EMER- 
GENCY made to a 911 number is 
punishable by discipline and tine. The 
911 system is for emergency assis- 
tance when the crime is ‘ ‘in progress’ ’ 
or immediately thereafter--not after a 
day to make plans to “frame” an- 
other. 

Keep in mind, as the Constitu- 
tional Law Center--Y-OURS IS TO 
INSURE CONSTITUTIONAL JUS- 
TICE--NOT JUDGE, FOR THAT IN 
ITSELF IS A QUITE DIFFERENT 
MATTER. 

I ask that the information regarding 
the Law Center and the paper regard- 
ing the Tyson trial be inserted, sepa- 
rately if necessary, in this issue of the 
LZBERATOR for justice will have to be 
fought for in the pages of other than 

the establishment press which set up 
the injus,tice in the first place, for 
political reasons. Tyson made some 
enemies in the gaming circles and, 
regardless of actions, for that was he 
brought down into this injustice. 

House Of Representatives 
Banking Scandal 

3/13/92 #l HATONN 

Is there new information regarding 
the misuse of the Bank set up for the 
House members? No. So I believe if 
you look carefully at timing, you will 
see this scandal comes at a time to add 
confusion and chaos into the election 
system. It is an effort to swing more 
Republican balance into the Congress. 
in the upcoming elections. You are 
watching the pulling down of a gov- 
ernment right in front of your eyes. 

Are the actions good? Of course 
not, and this type of action must be 

stopped if you are ever to have a free 
nation and an honorable government. 
With every political ‘ ‘game’ ’ , you- 
the-people can make gain if you will 
pay attention to “what” is happening 
and “why’‘--then act accordingly--in 
wisdom. 

You must bring back sovereignty 
unto individuals and unto the States 
where it belongs. Not even your 
nation is longer sovereign and the 
housecleaning must be done if you are 
to recover your working Constitution 
and freedom. 

Annihilation of South Africa 
J/13/92 #l HATONN 

This is all the watching I wish to 
indulge in this morning with one ex- 
ception: Africa. You are watching the 
total annihilation of a nation. I cannot 
take time to cover that subject today 
and yet, it is extremely important. 

Donald S. McAlvany has done a 
brilliant review in the McAZvuny Intel- 

ligence Advisor newsletter--last pub- 
lished. Dharma doesn’t have access to 
the copy so I have to simply suggest 
that you get a copy. It is a very long 
dissertation and I would guess a copy 

could be obtained for a minimal charge 
of a few dollars. I would suggest you 
call or write the Editorial Oftice: The 
McAlvany Intelligence Advisor, P.O. 
Box 22484, Denver, CO 80222, 
303:756-8538. This is extremely 
important material to those in South 
Africa but I believe you already are 
privy to McAlvany’s work and in- 
sight. I will get to the subject as soon 
as possible but at present we must 
continue with the working enforce- 
ment groups within the U.S. as the 

Please see S. AFRICA, next page 
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Introduction 
To Hatonn 
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, 
Commander in Chiefi Earth Pro- 
iect Transition, Pleiades Sector 
Flight Command, Intergalactic 
Federation Fleet. You may call me 
Hatonn. I am come in service 
unto the ONE COD of Lighted 
Creation, and as “Host” unto 
His people who will be brought 
into His places long prepared for 
you. My own “Captain” is 
Sananda, the Christed Being you 
have called by many names--now 
one totally with Creator/Creation. 
[Sananda: simply meaning of/ 
with Cod]. We are not “mysti- 
cal’ ’ nor even “mysterious” 
aliens. We are the.“Hosts” sent 
in preparation for His return, 
bringers of Truth according to 
His promise and to reveal the lies 
foisted upon you to claim your 
souls for the physical evil Elite 
controllers. We come in total 
love and without intent of force, 
coercion or judging. “Judging” 
is a state of evaluation of self in 
the presence of Creator in which 
actions in the physical experience 
are evaluated. 

The information within the doc- 
uments revealing Truth, THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LZB- 
ERATOR, are the outlays of lies 
and hidden facts for which you can 
find confirmation. If YOM don’t 
know the problems and the source 
of the problems, you can have no 
solutions. 

I do not “channel”; I transmit 
on a frequency attuned to my “re- 
ceiver” who is simply a translator 
of the pulses into English. This is 
true of all receivers who receive 
from any of this Command come 
forth with God for this transition of 
species and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no 
reference for material given until 
after the giving and then, only for 
their own confirmation and yours. 
My petition is that you pay no 
attention to this resource if it is 
confusing and uncertain unto 
you--LET TRUTH STAND 
ALONE IN ITS PRFSENTA- 
TION--THE REST WILL F’OL 
LOWINPROPERSEQUENCE. 

THE PHOENIX. LZBERA TOR 

Espionage and Counterespionage. Part I. 
3113192 #l HATONN 

Neither the U-2 reconnaissance 
flights nor the first missions of Ameri- 
can photographic satellites confirmed 
the fears of the analysts, but the U.S. 
government took no chances, and 
pressed fervently ahead with its own 
strategic strike programs, especially 
the Minuteman ICBM and the Polaris 
submarine. By 1963 it was abun- 

Elderly 
Rip-Off 
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This is to act as a “notice” 
please, to ones of our readers who 
have senior assistance from the gov- 
ernment on your heal th care. Mil- 
lions are being “had” by the gov- 
ernment “secrecy” regarding ben- 
efits applicable to many of you. 
Somehow the government just hasn’t 
reachedmost of you with the changes 
in coverage and you are paying for 
care and services which are actually 
covered. Somehow the news just 
didn’t make it to all as some seem 
much more “equal” than do oth- 
ers. For instance, almost all ones 
eligible in Washington state--know 
it and have applied properly. Over 
127,000 eligible ones in California 
have not even heard of added ben- 
efits. I suggest that ALL of you who 
may be eligible simply contact your 
proper offices and find out because 
the government won’t come knock- 
ing on your door until forced to do 
so. If you know of ones who may be 
eligible--please spread the word. 
This is a way in which the govern- 
ment can save and glean milhons of 
dollars--at your expense. This is 
something which has been available 
for a very long time and yet, eligible 
ones were simply not notified. 

Back to the CIA and IMA: 

dantly evident that the only “missile The unexpected benefits to the 
gap” which existed was in America’s U.S government stemming from the 
favor, created by the rapid deploy- Whalen penetration, while clearly for- 
ment of U.S. systems. Khrushchev tuitous, are not unique in clandestine 
and his colleagues had deliberately operations. In 1964 it was learned that 
attempted to mislead by cleverly im- the American Embassy in Moscow 
plying anuclear attackcapability which had been thoroughly bugged by the 
the Soviet Union did not possess; KGB. Scores of Soviet audio devices 
apparently, they were somewhat en- were found throughout the building. 
couraged by those U.S. intelligence Counterespionage and security spe- 
estimates secretly provided by Colo- cialists determined that the equipment 
nel Whalen which showed how wor- had been installed in 1952 when the 
ried U.S. officials were by the Soviet embassy had been renovated, and that 
bluff. But even though deception was the bugs had been operational for 
at first successful, in that U.S. offi- roughly twelve years. The damage 
cials believed the Soviet claims, it report asserted that du’ring this entire 
ultimately backfired as the United period--at the height of theCold War-- 
States chose to accelerate its own Soviet intelligence had probably inter- 
missile-development programs, cepted every diplomatic cable between 
thereby placing the Soviet Union in a Washington and the embassy. 
position of still greater strategic disad- 6 LINES DELETED 
vantage than before. U.S. suspicions about the Soviet 

Perhaps an even greater ser- eavesdropping were apparently 
vice which Colonel Whalen uninten- aroused early in 1964 when Nikita 
tionally performed for his country Khrushchev made a remark to Am- 
while spying for the KGB came during bassador Foy Kohler about Kohler’s 
theBerlin crisis of 1961. At that time, role in blocking the shipment to the 
in addition to building the wall to Soviet Union of steel for an important 
separate the east and west portions of pipeline. Taken in context, 
the city, the East Germans attempted, Khrushchev’s remark indicated to 
with obvious Soviet support, to re- Kohler that there was a leak some- 
duce access to Berlin from West Ger- where in American security. Kohler 
many. The U.S. intelligenceestimate started a massive investigation, and, 
was that the Communists were tough- within a month or two, found forty- 
ening and unlikely to back down. This odd bugs embedded in walls through- 
gloomy but influential estimate was out the embassy. Although Kohler 
passed to the KGB by Colonel Whalen, would later claim there was no con- 
probably along with other information nection between the discovery of the 
that the United States would stand bugs and the investigation he ordered 
absolutely firm. When the Soviets after his conversation with Khruschev, 
suddenly and unexpectedly eased their the timing would seem to indicate 
position, both the White House and otherwise. 
the intelligence community, although 13 LINES DELETED 
pleased, were confused by Moscow’s Today the likelihood of the 
turnabout. Only years later, during KGB eavesdropping on the activities 
the preparation of the Whalen damage in an embassy code room is extremely 
report, did the analysts get a better remote. Most StateDepartment com- 
idea why their original estimates of munications overseas are handled by 
Soviet behavior had proved to be the CIA. The machines and other 
wrong in 1961. With the benefit of equipment are cushioned and cov- 
hindsight, the analysts reasoned: The ered to mute the sounds emanating 
Soviet leaders had decided to ease from them. The rooms themselves 
their stand when they realized the areencasedhtleadandrest on huge 
US government would not back down springs that further reduce the in- 
despite the estimate of Soviet ternal noises. Resembling large 

S.AFRKA, cont. from previous page 

intransigence. Apparently afraid they camping trailers, the code rooms 
might be on the verge of provoking a now are normalIy located deep in 
major military conflict, the Soviets the concrete basements of embassy 

~lh.kSOfthe U.S.im~Ct,in~~n~&l+ abmpfly ~fie& &r&m&s, bulldings. Access to them by sound- 
ably, the rest of the globe. Thank you sensitive devices is, for all practical 
for your patience. We must share this U 
information distribution as we find 

.s. EMBASSY FILLED WITH purpe~,impssible. 

valid writers for physical limitations 
“BUGS” 

are most burdensome. 
‘ Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page man today--but the police are not havejustifieditsdomesticpolice-train- public officials would reveal, that 

Ihe CIAJs countere~Pion%e 
really selectors of color if they wish ing program, as it did, on the grounds Richard Helms had been “most 

Operators *Ot OnlY nY to rccruit sccret 
to abuse someone--it is simply, sad of a provision of the Omnibus Crime cooperative and helpful” in helping to 

agents in OppSitiOll SerViCeS like the 
but true, easier to get away with the Control arid Safe Streets Act of 1968, organize the top-secret White House, 

KGB, they also work against the so- 
action irr your bigoted society.1 well after the CIA training had started. plan for domestic surveillance and 

called friendly or allied services. Off 
Of course, once the agency had been intelligence collection; that the CIA 

CIA TRAINS LOCAL shown to have carried out this domes- 
bounds for the most part--in principle, 

had provided “technical” assistance 

at least--are the intelligence agencies 
POLICE tic activity, it needed such a justifica- to the White House plumbers in their 

of the English-speaking countries, 
tion or excuse: the National Security 1971 burglary of the office of Daniel 

among which there is a kind ofunw& 
On December 17, 1972, the Act of 1947 had forbidden it to exer- Ellsberg’spsychiatrist; that theagency 

New York Times revealed that the CIA cise any ‘ ‘police, subpoena, law-en- maintained ‘ ‘ safe houses’ ’ in the heart 
ten agreement not to SPY On each had secretly provided training to four- forcement powers, or internal secu- 
other. 

of Washington where E. Howard Hunt 

52 LINES DELETED 
teen New York City policemen. At rity functions”. was clandestinely provided with CIA- 

Attempts are made by the 
the time, agency spokesman Angus manufactured false documents, a dis- 
Al, uermer acknowledged that other DOMESTIC DECEPTION guise, a speech-altering device, and a 

Intelligence Directorate to lT&‘kt Am&cm @ice departments had re- 
the dissemination of highly classi- ceivd “siklar courtesies”, hut hc 

MAL camera fitted into a tobacco pouch; 

fiedanalYsistOfOreignservices, but would not specify how many. 
that five of the seven Watergate bur- 

for the most part these are limited to 
The tactics used by the CIA to glars were ex-CIA employees, and 

n 
relatively minor -deletions of refer- 

uermer said to the Times, “I doubt cover its tracks in this instance were one was still on the payroll and regu- 

ences t0 collection s,ources. In some 
very much that (CIA Officials) keep typical of the kind of deception that the larly reporting to an agency case of- 
that kind of information. 9 9 But New 

tince% the Practice invoIves shn- 
agency has generally used to conceal ficer; that in the week after the break- 

York Congressman Edward Koch per- its numerousactivities inside the United 
ply cutting out with a razor a few 

in at the Democratic party’s head- 

words here and there from the text 
sisted in seeking precisely “that kind States, The subject of domestic opera- quarters, high White House officials 
o m f. f 

of, say, a National Intelligence Esti- 
ormation” from the agency. On tions is a particularly sensitive one in tried to involve the agency directly in 

J 

mate On soviet missile aPabIBties* 
armary 29, 1973, the CIA’s Legisla- the CIA, and probably no other pro- the Watergate cover-up; and, perhaps 

tive Counsel, John Maury (himself a 
Usually this is done On only a few longtime clandestine operator and 

gram is handled with greater secrecy. most significantly, that top CIA offi- 

documents being given to the Brit- 
CIA training of local police cials remained silent, even in secret 

f 
isb or other English-speaking ser- 

ormer station chief in Greece), ad- departments may seem like a rela- testimony before congressional com- 

V&S. 
mitted to Koch that “Less than fifty tively harmless activity, but it does mittees, about the illegal activities 

60 LINES DELETED 
police officers all told, from a total of raise several questions. Why did the they knew had taken place. In fact, 
about a dozen city and county police agency at first try to cover up and then Helms’ answers to the Senate Foreign 

DOMESTIC OPERATIONS 
forces, have received some sort of mislead Congress, the press, and the Relations Committee’s questions on 
Agency briefing within the past two public about its activity ? Why could Watergate in February and March 

[H: The next information is per- 
years. ” But again the CIA was being the same trairiing not have been given 1973 proved to be so evasive and 
1 ess 

haps the most important aspect of 
than forthcoming, for its police by the FBI, which maintains facilities misleading, particularly as subsequent 

activities for you-the-people. Your 
training (which consisted of much and has legal authorization for that disclosures weremade, that the WQsh- 
more than a “briefing”) had been purpose ? 

police departments are utilizing 
(Helms told the Foreign ington Post’s Laurence Stem wrote on 

Special Forces in the guise of CIA 
going on for considerably more than Relations Committee that the police July 10 of the same year “that the 

operatives and are integrating at 
two years cited by the CIA--at least requested CIA assistance because the word perjury was being uttered in 

present, KGB and Soviet police into 
since 1967, when Chicago police re- agency’s techniques in keeping intel- Senate offices by those who were 

and within the veq training process 
ceived instruction at both the agency’s ligence files and in performing certain privy to the secret testimony given by 

Helms.. . . ” 
of your various policing depart- 

headquarters and at “The Farm” in kinds of surveillance were more ad- 

ments. This is perhaps the most 
southeastern Virginia. When queried vanced than the FBI’s) And why At a February 7 hearing, for 
b 

urgent and obvious change in your 
y newspaper reporters in 1973, po- have subsequent CIA Directors James example, New Jersey’s Senator 

1. ice authorities in Chicago denied that Schlesinger and William Colby not Clifford Case told Helms it had come 
nation. Note the violence with which 
officers are increasingly being sub- 

any of their men had received any such specifically ruled out any future police to his attention that in 1969 or 1970 the 
agency training. But Richard Helms, 

jetted to and subjection onto citi- then recently depart& as Director, 
training, even after the press and the White House had asked the various 

zens. Tbe force for maintaining 
Congress have raised the questions of government intelligence agencies to 

public order is already into practice 
specifically told a secret session. of the illegality and impropriety? pool resources to learn more about the 
s enate Foreign Relations Committee None of these questions has an anti-war movement. 

against the day of needing to control 
“Do you know 

the public. Please pay very close 
at the beginning of February that Chi- obvious answer. In general, however, anything, ” Case asked Helms, ‘ ‘about 

attention to this next subject and I 
cage police had been included in the the CIA does not like to admit that it any activity on the part of the CIA in 

believe you can update the infor- 
agency training effort, and his disclo- has been doing something it shouldn’t that connection? Was it asked to be 

mation with that which is presented 
sure subsequently leaked out to the have, and deceptive public statements involved?” Helms replied, “I don’t 

to you every day in every city and 
press. by the agency are as much a standard recall whether we were asked, but we 

It was significant that when the reflex action as an indication that were not involved because to me that 
nowv township* ‘Ihe Rodney King CIA publicly owned up to training something particularly unsavory has was a clear violation of what our 
beating in Los Angeles is but one 
visible piece of evidence of what is 

sessions in Maui-y’s letter to Koch, the occurred. Another explanation might charter was.” Case persisted, “What 

happening. Surely you do not think 
only time period mentioned was “the be that during those days in December do you do in a case like that? Suppose 
past two years’ 9 ; * it was likely true that 

that if there had not been a video in ~6th~ past two years’ 7 
1972 and January 1973 when the po-. you were?” Helms answered, “I 

fewer than lice-training incident was being ex- would simply go to explain to the 
taPe of that incident that it wou1d fifty officers from a dozen localities posed, the Watergate cover-up had President thisdidn’t seemadvisable.” 
have ever even come to your atten- 
tion! That kind of behavior is more 

had h een trained. But if the CIA had not yet come unglued and the CIA Case: “That would end it??” Helms: 

the “norm” than the “abnorma199-- 
confessed to the full extent of its pre- might have been trying to keep inves- “Well, I think so, normally.” 
1971 police-training activities, the fig- 

listen to the repom as they are ures would have been much larger. 
tigators away from its domestic ac- 

shared with you. It may be a black 
tivities. A few months later, of course, Please see CIA, next page 

M ore important, the agency could not the press would discover, and various 
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1970: CITIZEN SURVEIL- 
‘- LANCE? 

responsibility. 
The Domestic Operations Di- 

vision (DOD), with a staff of a few 
hundred people and an annual budget 
of up to $10 million, is a well-estab- 

vision--depending on the agent’s in- 
tended role. 

Four months later a memo- lished part of the Clandestine Ser- 
randum written by former White House vices. Division headquarters for Do- 
aide Tom Charles Huston leaked to the mestic Operations is not at the main 
New York Times. It outlined a pro- CIA installation at Langley, but in an 
gramfordomesticsurvei1lanceofU.S. office building on downtown 
citizens that had been approved by Washington’s Pennsylvania Avenue, 
President Nixon on July 15,1970, and within two blocks of the White House. 
then rescinded by him five days later. This is also the Washington “sta- 
Huston noted a series of meetings with tion”, and its subordinate “bases” 
top officials of the FBI, the CIA, the are situated in major American cities. 
DIA, and the NSA, and the service These offices are separate from the 
intelligence agencies, and said, “I agency’s other facilities for routine 
went. into this exercise fearful that personnel recruiting and overt contact 
CIA would refuse to cooperate. In with American overseas travellers. 
fact, Dick Helms was most coopera- The “secret” DOD offices serve as 
tive and helpful. ” According to the springboards for the Clandestine Ser- 
Huston.memorandum, the authentic- vices’ covert operations in American 
ity of which has been confirmed by the cities. 
White House, the CIA was slated to be The DOD is surrounded by 
a full participating member. extreme secrecy, even by CIA stan- 

But the facts arid suspicions to da,&, and its actual functions are 
emerge from the Senate Watergate shrouded in mystery. The extent of 
hearings during the following months the agency’s unwillingness to discuss 
suggested that this is not at all the way the Domestic division could be seen 
such matters are worked out behind when the CIA officer preparing the 
the scenes in the executive branch of agency’s annual budget request to 
the government, raising still more Congress in 1968 was pointedly told 
questions as to the reliability of the by the Executive Director not to in- 
CIA’s clandestine leadership--and the elude anything about the DOD in the 
agency’s role in U.S. domestic intel- secret briefing to be given to the 
ligence operations. Senateand Houseappropriationscom- 

D-I: please mmnber that the mittees. In at least oneother instance, 
Watergate Committt~ is/was a di- 
rect work@ operation of the Corn- 

Director Helms was specifically asked 
in a secret congressional session about 

mlttee of 300.1 the “DomesticOperations Division”. 
In his answer to the unsuspecting 

THE CIA AND THE FBI legislators, he described the functions 
of the “Domestic Contact Service”-- 

feeling among observers of the CIA’s 
Clandestine Services that the DOD 
would like to do more on the Ameri- 
can scene than it apparently has up to 
now.. It is also believed that if the 
Nixon Administration’s domestic-se- 
curity plan of 1970 and the related 
surveillance of American dissidents 
had ever been put into operation-- 
which the White House has denied but 
various press accounts have suggested 
m: Now iu full operation for over a 
decade.]--the DOD probably would 
have become deeply involved. The 
rationale used by the CIA would most 
likely have been the same one men- 
tioned by Director Colby at his confir- 
mation hearing: that the agency can 
rightfully spy on Americans “involved 
with foreign institutions”. To the 
mistrustful minds of the Clandestine 
Services, the problems caused in the 
United States by dissidents, civil-rights 
activists, and anti-war protesters cer- 
tainly conjured up the specter of for- 
eign influences. After all, the covert 
officers reasoned, the dissident politi- 
cal groups in the United States were 

TheCIA hasalwaysconducted the overt agency office that recruits 
clandestine operations within the American travelers to be unofficial 
United States, although for the most CIA eyes and ears abroad--which at 
part these have been related to its the time was a complete separate en- 
overseas activities or their support. It tity housed outside the Clandestine 
was for this purpose that the agency Services. 
originally established, a number of The Domestic Division’s task, 
years past, a special component of the 
Clandestine Services, the Domestic 

like all agency clandestine area divi- 
sions, is the collection of covert imel- 

Operations Division. But the separa- ligence and the conduct of other secret 
tion between foreign-oriented covert operations--but in this instance inside 
operations and those considered es- 
sentially domestic is often vague and 

the United States. It operates some of 

confusing in the intelligence business. 
the espionage programs aimed against 
foreign students and other visitors to 

Thus, over the years there had been 
constant bureaucratic friction between 

the United States, but by no means all 
of them. Recruitment of a Soviet 

the CIA and the FBI, which has pri- diplomat at the Unit& Nations or in 
mary responsibility for internal secu- Washington would fall under the 
rity. Compromises and other working Clandestine Services’ Soviet Bloc . 
arrangements have had to be evolved, Division. Programs with Cuban- . 
allowing the CIAa certain operational American in Florida would be han- 
latitude within the U.S.A. and giving died by the Western Hemisphere Divi- 
the bureau in return special privileges sion, the Covert Action Staff, or the 
abroad in the agency’s sphere of Special Operations (paramilitary) Di- 

There is relatively widespread 

obviously receiving financial support 
from somewhere, and the sources could 
be foreign. The clandestine operators 
familiar with the CIA’s secret efforts 
to aid and strengthen anti-government 
groups in Eastern Europe and else- 
where easily calculated that somehow 
the Communist countries were now 
getting even by using American groups 
to stir up trouble in the United States. 
CIA support for dissident movements 
in Eastern Europe never made any less 
real the source of their grievances, but 
that-did not prevent the agency from 
using them to put pressure on the 
Soviet government and perhaps even 
to divert Moscow’s attention from its 
struggle with the West. And in the late 
1960’s and early 1970’s American 
dissidents were certainly causing dif- 
ficulties for the U.S. government. 
Since the Clandestine Services knew it 
had exploited similar circumstances in 
Eastern Europe, its operators natu- 
rally looked for KGB involvement in 
the United States. Clandestine Ser- 
vices had sympathizers everywhere. 
H.R. Haldeman, in a secret memo 
made public during the Senate 

Please see CIA. next page 
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Cult of Intelligence”, since 1952, as presented by two former insiders 
[MA and A) who remain anonymous for their protection. ,Related 
bpics: Oliver Stone and JFK - Psychological warfare - Espionage and 
1ounterespionage - Bush and CIA connecticn - National Security Act. 
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$lO.OO...By Hatonn 
atonn continues outlining the history of worldwide CIA operations, 
eluding the “ideals” adopted and enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, 
leir methods of influence in world affairs and how they escape scrutiny 
y the American people. Some Topics: CIA operatives McCone, 
lcNamara, Helms and Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures 
FCIA operations - Presidential interest in CIA - Hemy Kissinger - George 
ush, Zapata Offshore Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. 
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‘fWrite Weary Hour Upon HouP 
3/14/!U #1 ATON “for the wakan; for Tatuye Topa”. and for the wondrous spiritual and Red Eagle/White Eagle with sharing 

This, Dharma is why we write weary spiritual mystery unto the four quar- of heart so that the work can be done-- 

Mitakuye Oyasin, Dharma, mi- hour upon hour. For our relations ters of the universe. Chela, there is the journey finished in wisdom and 

takuye oyasin: ‘ ‘for all my relations”; which are ultimately only ourselves nothing save the circles within the not left to the heyokas--those sacred 

CIA, cont. from previous page 
circles of infinity. All are of God, the clowns. When ones come to seek 

Watergate hearings: ‘ ‘We need our Times attributed the split, in late 197 1, 
Wakan Tanka, splitting into the frag- clarity of vision, to most you only 
ments which all together make up the represent a friend who has ear with 

people to Put Out the stoq On the to a minor event involving jukdic- whole Of ALL. which to hear more clearly. This is 
foreign or Communist money that was tional control over the handling of an because ones do not yet understand for 

used in s”p~rt Of demonsbations infOrmant/agentinDenver, COlOradO. 
As one who marks upon the stones, 

against the President in 1972.” But shortly afterward Sam Papich, the 
he story of Truth, ones come to think mm is still only beginning to remem- 

f 
FBI’s officer in charge of liaison with 

o you as would the Lakotas think ber who he is and the assault against 

BIG BROTHER ALREADY the CIA, and a member of J. Edgar 
upon the being called 6 ~~~1 woman’ 9. him is constant. Man reaches for his 
oh is one stands watch at the door; the addictions to prevent the seeing of 

HERE Hoover’s immediate staff, was dis- 
missed by the bureau chief. And Only 

road to the spirit lodges. She looks at Truth as he blinds his eyes and ears 

The Joh&n White House, weeks later William Sullivan, head of 
symbols and, in checking out the var& and the feelings of touch leave and the 

soul is placed in limbo where for a 
however, had chosen not to involve the FBIvs Division of Internal Secu- 

ous markings upon a being, allows the 
b moment in perceived ‘ ‘time’ ’ a being 

the CIA deeply in domestic clan- rity, the bureau’s representative on 
eing to pass or will refuse him entry-- 

cast aside and “over the cliff ‘, so to can physically escape. But the time 
destine operations at the time when it the U.S. Intelligence Board, and a se, to become a ghost traveler to allow4 for “escape*’ has pass& ad 
first asked, back in the beginnings of good friend of the CIA, was locked 
the anti-W~ movement- The Domes- out of his office and fired by Hoover. 

roam the earth endlessly as a wanagi reality in the remembering must be 

tic operations Division was given In the aftermath of the troubles 
(ghost). confronted. 

We of the winged tribes cannot fit You cannot pass your ‘ ‘work’ ’ on 
only a small piece of the action-- at the FBI, the press carried a series of 
namely, to increase its surveillance of 

our circled symbols within the limita- to another--for who is “another”? 

the movement, and its activities against 
repOrts Of Hoover’s and the bureau’s tions of the “square” which repre- Who but YOU? You are but all of 
incompetence. Some comments, at- sents human of the white race. Those “them” and “they are but you”. It is 

direct foreign involvement in the tribut& to “authoritative sources” in 
movement. The FBI, too, was in- the intelligence community, accused 

squares represent prison--cell doors, only through the Great Spirit within 

SbllCkd t0 expand its domestic politi- the FBI of having done.a poor job of 
money papers, buildings and rooms of that you find higher wisdom reflected 

cal-intelligence capabilities. But the 
separation, televisions, radios--boxes in your growth and unity as the sym- 

protecting the nation’s internal secu- 
lion’s share of the responsibility in the &y in recent years. These same 

upon boxes with nothing of value bols on the paper become the language 
t 

matter was given to the Pentagon--in sources idso noted that the bureau had 
rapped within save the souls of broth- of communication. This is why the 

ers who are in prison within those symbols--so that you can recognize 
P~iCUl~, the Army--apparently un- uncovered only a handful of foreign boxes. 
der a newly discovered, but outdated, spies in the United States during the 

your brother--yourself. Choices are 
Butwhv “vou”? Whvnot “you”? made and ones must choose and de- 

emergency law granting the President 
---- .--.I , 

special power to utilize the military 
past several years, and described the If not ~~you”--~G? a you would 

and take whatever measure he deemed 
FBI as lacking in the “sophisticated” leave it to the Red %gle? bve it to 

approach~modemcounterespionage. the Lit& Crow? Leave it to the 
necessary to Put down domestic unrest Such statements, in substance and in Phoenix? How about the Cuckoo 
and conspiracies. Literal 1%~ jus- phraseology, dtdy O~gillakd With, 
tification probably was not the sole or were inspired by, the CIA. 

Bird? mat is Where it 1s in your life 

reason why Army intelligence was 
at this time--your nest has been taken 

assigned as the main instrument with 
What the Public was unaware by the Cuckoo who has thrown your 

of at the time, however, was that since 
which to attack the domestic target% 

own hatchlings over the cliff to their 

size was another consideration. Nei- 
1970--long before the open CIA-FBI doom while you fd the monstrous 

ther the CIA nor the FBI had the 
split--the White House had been plan- evil creatures and serve them while 
llillg t0 expand domestic illtdligellCe 

manpower for an all-out clandestine operations. And while the CIA had 
they take all of the physical experience 

offensive against the radicals. Nor did gone along with and encouraged the 
into their evil traps. You have forgot- 

either have available large numbers of secret policy, the FBI had resisted it. 
ten to watch for the signs and see the 
writings upon the mind--the stones, 

youngintefigencepersonnelwhocould It was, in fact, Hoover’s personal the moss, the win&--you fail to see the 
actually penetrate the movement. But 
Army Intelligence soon blundered, 

refusal to support the new policy that R 
resulted in the collapse of the White 

aven with his black stone, symboliz- 

and itsdomestic surveillance programs House plan. And it was in these 
ing the winds which bear misfortune. 

were exposed in January 1970 by ex- circumstances that a paranoid Presi- 
For each task comes strength for 

agent Christopher Pyle, writing in the 
Q, 

dent then established the infamous 
e completion of the task and a teacher 

who will hold your hand and bear you 
Wmhi%ton Monthly. During the fol- “plumbers” squad, with which the up when you become mired in the 
lowing Year the military services were CIA was evidently quite willing to 
forced to withdraw from their massive cooperate--and with which the FBI 

depths of &asp& or await your return 

attack against domestic dissidents; the seems to have been reluctant to be- 
when you stray into the forgetfulness 

field was once again left to the “pro- come involved. 
which traps you into the world of the 

fessionals”--the FBI and the CIA. *** 
physical places of human disaster. 

This situation, however, soon Let us leave the writing now, 
Why you? Because it is your 

journey--it is the markings of the 
resulted in an OPen break between the please, as we have other duties to golden Eagle and the bronzed spar- 
agency and the burem. The New York attend. Thank YOU for your attention. 

Hatonn to clear. 
row. Always will stand with you the 

Please see A TON, next page 
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A TON, cont. jkom previous page wisdom suitable to pass on into the YOUR enemy--or your salvation? It WISDOM AND SINCERE PETI- 

tide whether or not to sit forever 
mysterious and wondrous places be- is up to you! Are “they” there? Z7ONFOR YOVRRELATIONSAND 
yond the door. Man will always INDEED! I, personally, amasnearas NOT JUST TO SAVE YOUR OWN 

within the boxes of the physical or fly conjure an 4 eowl woman,, 
free within the circles of infinity. to decide your breath and you would be sur- SELFISH ASSETS. IF YE ARE 

That part of Man latches onto that 
his fate for he desires to bear no prised at where I might be in the BOUND BY YOUR ASSETS THEN 

which “seems” real--the things he 
responsibility and then, he will effort holographic aspect at this moment of YOU SHALL BE LEFT TO THOSE 
to kill his own creation because it experience. Where would you have ASSETS. 

can only experience in the physical represents that which he failed to me be, scribe?? Would you have me Who am I who speaks with such 
manifestation of thought--“things”, 
The soul longs to regain its freedom 

attain. What another thinks of you is within as your heartbeat or dancing on authority and reminds you of your 

with its wondrous flight feathers--but 
none of your business, Dharma--any- silver wings as thine enemy assaults journey and sometimes utilizes a good 

the ‘ ‘golden’ ’ feathers weigh him down 
one--for that is the problem or treasure you ? It is wisdom and maturity that swift kick to thine assets? You need 

and keep him binded. Can you not 
of the one in the thinking. Man hates knows that for which to ask. God none of those “assets’‘--but you do 
Truth for it reflects his soul failures often allows you to have that for which need ME for I represent the strength see, wacasaska, that you are but a 

feather on the wings of God? You 
for he reaches the point that he only you carelessly ask--for the severe les- and the knowing--in wisdom--of you-- 

ARE a part of that which allows the 
hears thenegative aspects of reflection son gleaned from the having thereof. each of you. It is not important in the 
and forgets that heis a reflection of the I suggest, rather, wisdom in all things least as to “WHO” am I--“1 AM” whole to fly again--only ‘knowledge’ ’ total perfection as well as that of the and most especially when asking God and that is that which is important. I can allow the proper remembering 

and we are among those who will 
negative and dark aspect of being. to fulfill a request--it might just hap- AM the One through Whom you shall 

bring the remembering as it IS--with- 
There is no way to “judge” another pen and then where would you be? find your way or from Whom you will 
for none have privy to the contracts of Now as to confronting questions turn away. Perhaps “1” am the con- 

out the lies which entrap the soul and 
have plucked all the feathers from 

the “other”. So, you canonly discern andones whoseekmoreclaritythrough jured “Owl Woman” at the gate--but 
direction from the guidelines given the wisdom of higher and farther vi- to whom do “I” answer? To Myself 

your being and trapped you in the forth from Great Spirit and Creation to sion; we must be patient for where the and to YOU. I am not worthy to be a tarpits of physical squares--holding 
gold in place of Spirit and binding you 

guide you according to “Truth” unto personal response is concerned, Man teacher if I do not know that which is 

by the sheer weight of it to that which 
the lighted places of freedom. Imper- is given to experience the multitudes God/Creator--that Mother/Father 
fection is that which allows growth for of fool’s games and the wisdom seems SPIRIT of ALL. For if I teach you cannot be held except for a brief time when perfection is achieved--there fuzzy. So, let us look in wisdom--say only of the physical and that which the 

of Great Spirit’s allowing. 
The message is simple--the task 

needs be no further experience--honor at E.Y. who is now again at crossroads human consciousness DESIRES TO 
the imperfections that allow you to of journey. What has changed in this HEAR AND WANTSTO BELIEVE-- 

simple--and the “knowing” simple-- experience and grow into wisdom that place ? What seems to be happening I HAVE DELUDED YOU AND 
so simple indeed, that man cannot 
remember. 

you might soar again within the Light regarding transfer? Pay attention--if FAILED YOU WHICH MEANS I 

Why would I speak to your heart 
’ as the Light which you ARE. you can have the best of both cir- HAVE FAILED SELF AND I DO 

How do you want this play to end? 
in this language versus another? Be- 

cumstances--hear what God is saying NOT INTEND TO FAIL SELF! DO 
Dharma, ponder a minute--how do to you in that inner knowingness. Be WE UNDERSTAND A BIT BET- 

cause we are of the tribes gaining 
insight and knowledge through the 

you want this play to conclude? Let us patient enough to wait upon the Spirit TER HOW THIS WILL GO? YOU 
assume you wish it to conclude with after you have turned your burden HAVE ASKED FOR THIS DIREC- 

experiences of and among the higher 
constellations--so that we can recog- 

oneness again with God. How can you over unto His care. Seize the moment TION AND INSIGHT--AND YOU 

nize one another when the sacred conclude your play in that manner if and the opportunity if it be reasonable. SHALL HAVE IT WITHOUT CHA- 

stones are laid upon the sacred altar 
you know not what IS GOD? So, how In this instance, E.Y. can have the RADES NOR VEILS BEHIND 
do you wish this experience to unfold? positive of both--IF, he uses wisdom. WHICH TO HIDE TRUTH. YOU (owanka w-)--that holy place of 

Great Spirit--universal; infinite. It is Do you wish those underground facili- He can continue to work with the ones WILL DO YOUR WORK FOR IT IS 

only a part of the remembering and 
ties to be of the brotherhood of Light? who need his physical input--AND, in YOUR WORK--NO MORE AND NO 
Do you wish them to be your security the allowing them their needs, he can LESS--AND THE LESSON IS NOT each of you are only allowed to hold 

a portion so that you can awaken into 
when evil comes to confrontation? require that if he needs “time” to JUST FOR A DHARMA OR A 

alertness and not hide your heads Then why do you not write that into journey or make presentation for his CHRISTOS OR SATAN HIMSELF 

beneath the blankets and refuse to see 
your play? Why do you ones always next experience--so be it. If the move IN PERCEPTION--IT IS FOR EACH 
allow the evil writers to write your is to be made sooner--the inner know- AND ALL OF YOU FOR IF ONE 

and do your work. 
Your work is only different from play? This act within the play will ing will take care of the nudging. PORTION OF THE LIGHT IS 

that of another--for without the contri- 
unfold exactly as you desire it to You ones have worked hard and it FALLEN--SO TOO ARE ALL THE 

bution of each--in perfection to his/ unfold and as the players learn their is coming time for the return swing VISIONS CLOUDED. WED0 OUR 

her best ability--the whole is but a lines and practice their roles--so shall and someof the reaping of the harvest. WORK BECAUSEIT IS OUR WORK 

tattered flying machine which cannot it come to pass that the play will be E.Y. will be most invaluable in pre- AND AS LITTLE CROW TOLD 

soar. A wing without flight feathers is 
exactly as you choose it to become and sent&ion of these project proposals to YOU, CHELA, YOU WILL BE 

a useless thing and yet, to build a 
unfold. Do you thinkGod not capable ones who decide that which will be GIVEN STRENGTH TO FULFILL 

glider wing--one must know why an- of holding those secure places in the invested andgivecredence fromphysi- YOUR TASK NO MATTER WHAT 

other’s did not work, what you have 
underground for your safety? All that cal aspect to ones in the positions to THAT MAY BE. YOU MUST DO 

done to keep it non-functional and 
is needed is to give life unto His make selections--be it for growing YOURTASK OR YOUR BROTHER 

what will allow it to buoy up the whole 
creatures manufactured by Man in his algae to type of housing. These are CANNOT DO HIS. HARD? YES 

into flight. evil intent and the very tools of his things that you ones must continue to AND NO--IF YOU DO YOUR 

If you accept all the responsibility 
manufacture will be his destruction. foster and serviceuntil more magnifi- WORK IT IS EASY, IF YOU 

When you speak of enemies, say, 
of all the feathers then you have caused 

cent decisions come to pass for too few REFUSE TO DO YOUR PORTION-- 

them to be unable to know their own 
aliens--what mean ye? If these will come into the safety awaiting THEN THE MISSION FALTERS 
“aliens” be of God--are they YOUR them--they will turn away calling AND STRUGGLES--IT IS UP TO 

value--so you must not DO IT FOR 
ANOTHER. The “Owl Woman” at 

enemies? If the thrust is that “they” good--evil. God canfly in all direc- EACH OF YOU AS TO HOW THIS 

the crossing point is only “self’ rec- 
are enemies of your governments and tions and can do so anywhere and PLAY UNFOLDS. 
the business community of thieves and anyway He chooses. ASK AND YE I wish to speak of the Law Center 

ognizing hat it Med to gain the war-mongers--does that make 6 6them,, SHALL RECENE-IF YE ASK IN Please see A TON, next page 
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A TON, cont. ji-om previous page and provided for as the babe in the GOD COMES? Will you be efforting consciousness when Man makes his 

and Tysonand commitments, etc., but 
womb. It is when you pull away and to “ascend” when your security is to choices of life journey. It is the 

’ wish to speak Of it first in the meeting 
turn from God that you get into mis- “descend”? Why must you make epitome of the battle between Truth 

this aftemoon for 1 wish to show You 
chief and trouble--hold My hand and such foolish limitations on God and and the lie. I did not say “good” OF 

I will take you home. Deny me and ye 
HOW ~i%S fit together if YOU dOW shall search longer for your home. 

self as to follow a blind leader who “bad”--1 SAID TRUTH OR THE 

God to unfold the vision and YOU see 
teaches the limitations of God as he/ LIE. Which will it be? 

Home is much closer than you think 
it. Then, timely, you must seize the for M 

she pronounces that they are teaching Why do you concern, say, with 

moment, the hour and the day or the 
an is given to think with that the unlimited qualities of God. If you those spacealiens? If you are of God, 

opportunity will pass you by as surely 
which IS WITHIN THE ILLUSION are “with” God you willautomatically you know the following: Evil cannot 
as he fails to TRUST that ascend or descend as God discerns. 

as YOU consider breathing for if YOU LOUNGES within his king. 
exist in the presence of God so if they 

fail to grasp the breath as presented, 
You want to cling to an idea of that be evil they shall be smitten down--if 

the next may not come for you have 
You ones want gurus and go- which WAS--no, you are stuck with they be of God then you are in clover-- 

wasted that which was provided. You 
bet weens. Why? Because you have that which IS. Will you lose your very right? The only thing I can give unto 

must stop placing restrictions and limi- 
b een trained to think you are not life in the need to hold to that which you as assistance in deciding--u 

tations of your own expectations upon 
sufficient unto self. Why would not has passed and shall never come again SURELY SEEMS WISE TOME. TO 
your desire to have security be as as “was”? 

that which God provides in the an- fulfilling as that of your adversary 
Do you want to experience STICK WITH GOD BECAUSE HE 

swered petition. It is the love of one 
? the “crystal” of perfection from within IS GOING TO WIN EITHER WAY. 

heart-soul unto another and back with 
M oreover, if ye be of God--ye have as one with it--or always ponder the I force no-one to take my portions. 
. mfinite capabilities and ye shall breathe possibilities according to “another’s” 

the response Of same *at keeps You the breath of life into that which is description of how it might be? If you 
I force none to read my presentations. 

going and growing. What may seem needed f 
You can “argue” into infinity over 

as no contribution--is often the very 
or your army and “war” will have already decided in the negative the merits of one book above that of 

thing that moves another one step 
notbein therealmofneed. War&that of “I can’t” or “it isn’t possible”, another--but if one book be wrong 

forward and thus moves the ‘ ‘whole’ ’ . 
which your adversary to “life” plans you have already decided--for you then your argument is unworthy. I 
this day against the unwitting and 

It is YOUR prayer in earnest intent innocents of nations 
will not bring it intocreation--you will argue not. I will always effort to give 

which moves the “whole’‘--can you 
. fail for that was your decision from understanding--but I argue not so if 

not see? It is not Dharma writing--it 
Do some on your planet have onset. If you get off your assets and you choose to denounce my gifts then 

is YOU reading and seeing the Truth 
wor,y and trouble with 6 ‘aliens* ‘3 . Oh decide it will be accomplished--any- I bless you and grant unto you your 

which pushes the dream--dances the 
my, indeed yes--we are THE enemy thing and everything will come to be. .“right” to choice--it will be in the 

dream--awake and into reality of 
ofth ose who havedestroyed, enslaved If you take My hand I will show you ending wherein the Truth shall be 

conclusion. Do you not see that on a 
and tom down that which is God’s where we are going but if you turn accountedand weshall seewhobrought 
property. Wrathful is this God? No-- from Me--YOU SHALL NOT GO Truth and who, the lie. Manifested 

most Practical levelmmif You want the JUST! FAIR? According to whose ON THIS JOURNEY WITH ME FOR experience is a game of choices, illu- 
safety of the very tunnels and facilities perspective? 
built to exclude you--YOU CAN 

But rememhr some- YOU CANNOT TRAVEL IN BOTH sions and experienced actions. Only 

HAVE IT ALL? can You not see it? 
thing as you read these words--you DIRECTIONS AT ONCE. I CAN throughthoseactionscan one measure 

Do you think I gave you locations 
must discern your own perception. GIVE YOU GLORY--OR YOU MAY growth and reality of purpose. If your 

of your national intent to have exclu- 
H ow knowledgeable are you? Do you TAKEYOUR CHANCES WITH THE desire is to remain mired in the igno- 

she life extension just to allow you to 
see this as a fearful revelation or one DECEIVERS WHO HAVEN’T rance of human bindings--I cannot 

know where your enemy is? No-- 
of wondrous security? TOLD YOU TRUTH YET AND help you nor would I spoil your jour- 

thOSe locations at some time will be 
You think Dharma somehow has HAVE GIVEN YOU LESS. THEY ney by my impositionuponyour senses. 

your very security--IF YOU CHOOSE 
t h e gift of writing? If you understood HAVE -PROVED THEIR DECEIT But in the ending, dear ones, we shall 

TO HAVE IT THAT WAY. ALIENS 
not that which she writes--then you AND YET, STILL, YOU CLING TO most certainly see WHO was correct 

FROM THE UNIVERSE ARE NOT 
might well be as the rock-throwers THESE ENEMIES. in the unlimited measure of God and 

EARTH HUMANS’ PROPERTY AS 
and advise her that she knows not how There you have it, precious ones-- Creation and who remained binded by 

THEY SEEM TO BELIEVE--YOU 
to writeat all and everything is beyond glory and freedom or bondage and the lies of that physical manifestation. 

HAVE BUT TO RECOGNIZE 
understanding. If you understand that struggle. My path is only through You see, if you are IN THE 

FRIEND FROM ENEMY AND LIS- 
which is the “word” or compilation effort toward goodness. I shall hold LIGHT, ye shall have no trouble be- 

TEN AS THE INSTRUCTIONS 
of symbols and words--who is the out My hand unto you and I shall hold coming one with the Light and therein 

COME BACK IN ANSWER TO 
revelator? The writer or the receiver ? the lamp aloft so that you can see in receiving your freedom--your “as- 

YOUR PETITIONS FOR WISDOM. 
Communication is simply that which wisdom--but I will snatch you away to tension” if you will. If you limit your 

For instance, do you actually believe 
is understood in intent. The point is to nowhere nor drag you anywhere. training to the physical expression of 
b . rmg the communication into focus so 

that we would allow tunneling and that all know (‘explicitly” 
If you deny God, God will allow diversification, separation and opin- 

damage to the magnificent focusing 
that of you to do so and in the ending if you ions of others regarding “your” sta- 

crystal center for communications and 
which we effort to understand. When continue unto your transition to deny tus--then you shall remain incapable 

navigation from your “star” to be 
th e ecus is clear and all see the same f then be prepared for God to take leave of the transition within that Light 

damaged or controlled? This planet 
understandingandvision--so then, can of you until lessons are learned and source. In your ignorance you will 

belongs to Creator and ones have 
you manifest that vision into reality. vision clears a whole heck of a lot. slay the very thing you are struggling 

taken possession and damaged this 
0 nes who do not wish to understand Equal opportunity does not mean “the to save--your physical form. Why? 

wondrous living ‘ ‘ mother’ ’ . 
and come into vision of reality away same” opportunity. You will claim All of you--answer this most im- 

Do you from the humanistic experiences of that opportunity offered unto YOU-- portant question--why? What do you 
actual1y be1ieve Creator shal1 to1erate the fleshly senses--will NOT under- for another’s is not yours to claim. 
such devastation, even in illusion of 

want? You run hither and yon seeking 

perception? You will come into Truth 
stand nor will he come close enough to How many of you will deny the glories “safety”? Safety from what? What 

of the illusion of manifestation or you 
receive. He will insist upon being left and treasure of your heritage to cling for? Why do you desire safety, say 

may well live to wish you had. If you 
as the ship leaves port--do you see ? to the dregs of an elusive, fragmented from an earthquake or struggle or 

we Of’ God, What PSSib*e thing could 

y ou d o not know if God will send a and binding dream experience? death? Why do you want to determine 

you have to fear? If you are of God 
life-ring, a spacecraft or a shut& to It is the time of sorting and the that special “safe place” in Idaho or 

you will mow that you are protected 
take you underground beneath the decisions are made in the confusion of 
h orrors--WILLYOUKNOW WHEN chaos because it is in that state of Please see A TON, next page 
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A TON, cont. porn previous page OF TRUTH THROUGH WHICH suggests you listen to Dharma in her shall have gained the security of the 

California, the mountain or the desert? YOUCANFINDYOURFREEDOM. physical garb for she is but YOU. I protection for ye shall bear the mark 
Is it to prolong a bit of flesh ir GOD IS BUT LOYE, LIGHT, AM EXACTLY WHO I SAY THAT which is the sign of who is God’s and 
comfort--or to serve God’s purpose? TRUTH AND THE WORD. 1 AM--I AM ATON AND I SHALL who is desirous of remaining in the 

When you can honestly answer that GODNESS IS THE KNOWING AND SHARE THE JUDGING AND THE confinement of experience as is. 
question the insight will pour in upon BEING OF THESE TRUTHS. ACTIONS WILL HAVE SPOKEN Ones who “will read it as soon as 
you like the tidal wave you fear. WHICH ARE YOU? WHO ARE ALL THAT IS NEEDED FOR THE there is extra time” or “when I finish 

When you desire to survive only to YOU? WHEREIN IS YOUR SAFE OCCASION IN POINT. EVIL with whatever else I find to occupy 
serve your relations, then and only PLACE? The great Gurus of Truth SHALL NOT BE BROUGHT me” are sorely ill-informed. There is 

then have you found your place of only tell you there is higher. The false WITHIN MY PLACES! AND, NOTHING ON YOUR EARTH as 
safety for it matters not--you are sim- guru s pronounce limitations so that THAT, CHELAS, IS THE WAY IT important and you are running out of 

ply--safe. If yours isonly to save thine y ou follow them. Who would you IS WHETHER OR NOT YOU LIKE time. If you already have direction 
assets and necks--then you will search be1ieve? OF IT--IT IS NOT YOUR DECI- and KNOW--then it matters not--but 
until you find the very place where Is Dharma the being in point, or SION. Your only decision is unto if ye are filled with doubts and indeci- 
you shall lose it all. I effort to give you the speaker/writer of the Word? Both-- whom and in what manner will you sions, ye had best be in the finding out. 
ways of making this journey through just as are you in that fragmentation of choose. MINE IS TO OFFER MY If your only intent is to “save your 
the physical confusion a bit easier and God Creator, in His desire that you GIFTS--I DO NOT NEGOTIATE ‘things”’ then I suggest that you will 

viable while you make decisions. I experience and find your Truth and NOR COMPROMISE BY GIVING surely lose them all for even in transi- 
give you instructions and the WORD experience your journey to fulfill- YOU LESS THAN PERFECTION tion from the physical planeof housed 

so that you can come to trust Me in that ment. But WHO shares this WORD? AND YOU SHALL NOT LESSEN body--you lose them all at any rate. If 
farther vision. I do not come to drag God--for God I$ THE WORD, is the THE VALUE OF THE HERITAGE they are atomized by a nuclear bomb-- 
you into anything for I only actually LIFE and the WAY. If ye come into UNTO MY PEOPLE BY YOUR are they not lost to you? What is it ye 
have the WORD to offer--THE WORD My places ye shall come through Me FOOLISH CONSPIRACY TOWARD do not understand? YOU UNDER- 

and according to the Laws given so COMPROMISE AND VOTED-IN STAND--YOU SIMPLY DO NOT 
that ye might abide in Mrnj places MORALITY OF A PLANE OF EX- WISH TO FACE IT AND IT IS 
according to those ways which are PERIENCE INDEED LESS THAN TIME. THE TIME IS AT HAND 
acceptable. Fair. 3 I care not about PRIMITIVE. EVEN THE PRIMI- FOR THE CONFRONTING OF 
“fair’ ‘--this is simply the way it IS. If TIVENATURERECOGNIZEDTHE TRUTH LEST YOU NOT HAVE A 
ye like it not--go away from Me and MAGNIFICENCE OF CREATION. “TOMORROW” PASTTHIS DAY. 
find your own desires and in the PONDER THESE THINGS MOST I do not come topreach as such and 
ending, so shall we see who guided CAREFULLY. certainly not to coerce--l COME TO 
you to perfection and who left you in You had better begin to confront TELL YOU HOW IT Is and you do 
the pits. I AM HE WHOM YE SEEK these final choices for it is about time whatever ye will do with it--but My 
AND AWAIT AND SO IT 1s for you to meet whichever it repre- peoplearegoing to come fly with Me 
WHETHER OR NOT YE WISH TO sents to you--friends or enemies. The in the glory of the universe. The 
ARGUE THE POINT! Nobody even thrust will be put upon you soon now tickets are available and are actually 

Find out how you have been lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the “New World Order” 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail of your lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS, 
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 
to kill off the unwanted. 

‘0 Order Contact: America West 

l-800-729-4131 
PHOENIX JOURNAL 

NEW BOOK RELEASE 

as the next portion of your adversarial “free’‘--it is only your warped per- 
outlay begins to stifle you and bring ceptions that causes them to seem too 
terror into your consciousness. Will elusiveand expensive--it simply means 
we, on our arrival--be welcomed or you have to give up that which 
only bring terror? Toeach hisown for “seems” real to get that which is of 
the Hosts have come to prepare the the only value but remains invisible. 
way for the reclaiming of property of In other words, you cannot purchase 
the Sourceof Perfection. Which side this ticket home with anything on 
are you on? Do we represent terror or Earth in manifested form. So be it. 
joy? It is time for you to be in the Dharma, it is time to leave this for 
deciding for our presence will shortly we have a meeting waiting. I hope that 
be made evident. If you follow the all who read this document give most 
pathof theadversary andthecriminals careful thought to it. If you are 
(and we have now outlayed ways to reading it--pause and give thanks that 
discern which is which) then you have you had opportunity to find it at all for 
MUCH, PERHAPS ALL, TO FEAR-- it indicates that you are given time to 
IF YOU WALK WITHIN THE IN- better discern thine own journey. 
TENT OF GAINING AGAIN THE In love and blessings as you will 
PROPERTY INRECLAMATION OF accept. I am Aton--Grandfather-- 
AND WITH CREATOR--THEN 1 Mother/Father. I AM THE LIGHT 
SUGGEST YOU ARE IN PROPER AND YE ARE MYSELF, THERE- 
PLACEMENT AND AWAIT IN FORE, I WOULD ASK THAT YOU 
JOY. YE SHALL BE GIVEN THE CONSIDER THESE THINGS I OF- 
DISCERNMENT TO RECOGNIZE FER UNTO YOU THAT YOUR 
THE ENEMY FROM THE JOURNEY LEADS TO THAT 
BROTHER. WHICH IS WONDROUS--BUT IT 

1 once told this little band of breth- B THINE ?;O JUDGE AND THEN, 
ren we call “ground crew ” that one UPONWHICHTOACTFORWlTH- 
day the Phoenix material would save OUT ACTION THE BELIEF HAS 
your lives--and it stands as stated: You NO MEASURE. 
who have unto selves “the word” .I AM ATON. 
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Once More Seeking Wisdom 
3/16/92 #l HATONN enced--and there will be such remain- SELF. If you go about getting your- time of making sufficient impact 

ing--in one manifestation or another. selves unattached to the Federal Gov- 
Hatonn present in the Light and so be it. 

through that route-your only recourse 
emment--you are going to find your- NOW is to take action “within” those 

Radiance of a new day--a new op- selves in great disadvantage very rules which allows you to continue to 
portunity for service. Blessings be ONE MORE CHANCE shortly now. If you intend to serve function within their own shielding 
unto our work that clarity can be given 
forth in this critical time of opening Will you gain “wisdom” this day 

only self--and lay low in the holes of apparatus. 
the community--then you go get your- 

vision that wisdom may be our mode or will you dwell on the possibilities -selves State Sovereignized--but if you 
of response to all impacts. We only that I may be other than that which I wish to actually serve--you will not do Gold Will Rise 
ask to survive so that we can remain P ro PO se unto you--that is what many 
representative of that which is God in are doing. 

such a blatantly foolish thing. Do you 
I actually have ones who actually think the “beast” is going to 

Truth and for that we will always are going to “give you a chance” IF honoranyof YOUR “constitutional” 
thank the Creator. We ask only the “You show UP eye tO eye" and/or, rights as he takes control of every 
chance to pass on this Truth and our “. . .what happened to the blinding asset, man, woman and child? Al- 
love for the Creator to you, our broth- light? You are probably a phony but ready he honors not anything you have 
ers, children and grandchildren. AHO. I will give YOU one more chance!” or action you take. YOU can win a few 
You must come into comfort in the Give me one more chance? GIVE Constitutional battles in the court- 
knowing that God rules the universe ME ONE MORE CHANCE? I room, for instance, only as long as the 
and everything God created--in liv- come to prove nothing to you ill- outcomedoesn’t destroy his imageof 
ing--even the oldest rock. Honor and advised and lied-to children of that lie. power and control. You must con- 
respect is due all creations and each is YOU will give ME one more chance ? tinue to battle that battle because it is 
only worthy of utmost respect and Touch& You do whatever you like, through that route which you may be 
reverence. In these days of chaos and my friends, but YOU ARE RUN- able tore&m--but NOTTHROUGH 
darkened insight people seek “knowl- NING OUT OF TIME and I NEED DROPPING OUT! It once would 
edge” (information) but only in that NO MORE OF YOUR INSIDIOUS have worked--NO LONGER. 
they know something that perhaps INDULGENCE--YOU SEEM TO 
another does not yet remember--nay, MISUNDERSTAND THE ENTIRE WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE 
you MUST SEEK WISDOM. Knowl- GAMEZNPLAYZFYOUAREGO- LAND 
edge and information is simply from ZNG TO GZVE “ME” ONE MORE 
the past; WZSDOM IS OF THE FU- m’ I tell you, chelas, you can defeat 
TuRz3. I am not come to indulge you in this monster and remain within the 

And what is wisdom? A refresher: argument at any level--I am come to laws as laid forth for you--BY 
Wisdom is the realization of the Natu- g ive you Truth of the WORD. I honor THEM. W?zy wouldye reduce seZfto 
d bws ad that all life is equal. you YOU each and respect your pratthngs-- 110 authority and IlO possibil@ Of 

must respect life--all life, notjust your but I certainly ask for “no more being attended by the wardens in 
own. It is beyond acknowledgment of chances to prove something or another their prisons by sepamting yourself 
other entities--you must respect to You”. I suggest it is past time you from the flock? What will ye huve 
THOSE OTHER ENTITIES. Unless begin to prove something worthy and gained? YOUCAN GAZN THE END 
you respect the earth, you destroy it. wise unto GOD for my fleet and YOU WISH BY DOING THINGS 
Unless you respect all life as much as Command are directly attached to “THROUGH TZ#EZR OWNLA WS?” 
your own life, you become a de- THAT guiding Commander--not in BECOMING TOTALLY HZDDEN 
stroyer, a murderer. Man has come to anY wise unto Your opinions. Z?UOMTHEMWZLLONEDAYPRE 
think he has been elevated somehow, Ones of you who tout great self- CLUDE YOURGALNZNG OF YOUR 
to be chief controller--ruler. But he is P reclaimed wisdom about our in- NEXT MEAL FOR THEY WILL 
NOT. He is only a part of the whole. formation and denounce us as ‘ ‘pla- DENY YOU ALL--AS ExAMpLE 
Man’s job is not to exploit but to g iarists” and simple “computer hack-. FOR THE REST OF THE ZNCXR- 
oversee, to be a steward. Man has ers’ ’ 7 I welcome your uninformed CERATED Z?LOCK. 
resoonsibilitv. not Dower. I repeat a statements as being about as “un- I take no pleasure in announcing 
statement which I shall utilize again wise” as you can be in this particular this fact ,because I have ones in my 
and again and again: Ye finally will scenario for you are on the downhill own crew who have chosen to go that 
learn that wisdom comes only when swing of the time machines* If man route. I do, however, wish to point 
you stop looking for it and start truly needs information, I shall give it and out as example--just assume that one, 
living the life the Creator intended YOU who di~PProve--so be it- You Gritz, decided to take such action: he 
for you. Zn that practice and intent who acclaim your own workas mighty would immediately be separated from 
shall come secuti$y and glory in the and sacred--look again because in al- an income gleaned from his years of 
passage. We are but come to tell you most all instances you are misled and service, but worse--he would be de- 
and show you how it IS--the actions misleading any who listen to your nied all possibility of running for 
and choices are up to you and in that ? recious sharing of your unwise opin- President for he would be consid- 
deciding shall be your mode of tram- ions- ered legally a non-citizen. You who 
portation and protection in the days I specifically address you who go this route are following advice which 
to come which are yet un-experi- have intention of service other than for once was valid--but it is past the 

I am denounced because “gold 
is not rising--it is falling”. How 
narrow your vision and foolish your 
reasoning. You are in a time of 
desiring instant gratification and in- 
stant assassination. I care not that 
which you do with your foolish 
funds--throw them away if you 
choose. I do, however, have re- 
sponsibility to those who inquire 
and utilize wisdom in guidance. 

The British are taking over South 
Africa--actually all of Africa. They 
intend to garner the entire world 
supply of gold and most especially 
that which is in South Africa--the 
largest reserves in the world. They 
are punishing the people at present 
and then when it “appears” they are 
coming into balance--again, to fool 
the masses--it will appear prosper- 
ity has struck thanks to their im- 
posed actions . Gold will go up!!! 
How can you know? Because it is 
THE commodity upon which all 
other commodities are based. 
And, multi-thousands of tons of 
the precious metal are already 
contracted for at a price above 
$370/per oz. This is with London 
banks and it is not going to move 
in that particular massive lump 
until the price is at least to that 
Level. THE BANKERS IN CON- 
TROL OF YOUR GLOBE DO 
NOT MAKE THOSE KINDS OF 
ERRORS-THEY ONLY MIS- 
JUDGE GOD AND TRUE 
POWER THROUGH THAT 
WONDROUS ENTITY. 

3116192 #l HATONN 

I challenge you NOT. I have 
given you methods for participation 
and your time runs very thin be- 
cause as the banks fold, funding 
against anything--even gold--is very, 
very difficult to achieve. 

Further, I suggest that you ones 
who are following our possibilities 
of action--begin to move into Bank 

Please see GOLD, next page 
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Funny CIA 
Money 

3116 92 #l HATONN 

Now we are getting back to our 
major subject in point. How is it 
that your Central Intelligence 
Agency is a world destroyer of 
other nation’s sovereignty? Who 
allows such actions? The CIA is 
running a counterfeiting currency 
operation of massive proportion-- 
didn’t anyone tell you that that is 
illegal and internationally unaccept- 
able? You call it destabilization of 
a government--Saddam’s More- 
over, you boast unto the entire 
world of your illegal and unlawful 
behavior as if it is a badge of honor. 
YOU NO LONGER HAVE ANY 
HONOR--NONE AT ALL! YOU 
WERE ONCE A NATIOlV 
WHOSE VERY NAME REPRE- 
SENTED HONOR--NOW YOU 
REPRESENT THE EPITOME 
OF EVIL DICTATORSHIP 
WHICH SURPASSES ANY- 
THING THAT ADOLF HITLER 
EVER EVEN THOUGHT OF 
DOING INOPPRESSION--YOU 
ARE EVEN MURDERING AT 
RANDOM AND CREATING 
TOTAL GENOCIDE AGAINST 
HELPLESS MASSES--YOU 
ARE INTO THE BIGGEST 
HOLOCAUST OF ALL TIME. 

3116192 #l HATONN TELL AND SHOW THE WAY-- SORTING TIME IS HERE 
YOU DO WHATEVER YOU WISH 

I AM EXACTLY WHO I SAY WITH THE INPUT. MINE IS NOT THERE ARE REASONS THAT I 
THAT I AM--I AM hATONn. I TO ARGUE NOR PERSUADE FOR COME IN THIS MANNER--AND 
COME TO BE WITH YOU IFYOUWANTNOTTRUTH--1TIS UNTOTHISPARTICULARLOCA- 
THROUGH THIS PASSAGE AND YOUR FREE-WILL PREROGA- TION AND THROUGH THIS 

War and the TIVE* 
METHOD OF COMMUNICATION 

You ones mispronounce My label IN THIS INTERIM TIMING--BUT 
and it matters not but I suggest you be YOU ARE GOING TO DISCERN 

Illusion of 
a bit attentive while we sort out some AND CHOOSE FOR IT IS THE 
of the rubbish from the worthy content TIME OF SORTING. VOTED-IN 
of beliefs. I am not tripping around on MAJORITY RULE MORALITY 

Separation 
your physical habitat and ‘ ‘Dharma” WILL NOT CUT IT ON MY SHIPS 
does not proclaim to be anything ex- OR IN MY REALMS. YOU WHO 
cept what she is--MY SECRETARY. CANNOT TEAR SELVES FROM 

3116192 #l HATONN I am not a “MAN” calling Myself EARTHLY PHYSICAL BINDINGS 

GOLD, cont. from previous page 
some wishful thinking guru--I will, AND SHACKLES WILL REMAIN 

You are at the point of all-out war however, conclude who will and who AMONG THEM--BUT NOT FOR 

of America. It is one of the major and they are giving you blow by blow will not be acceptable into My places LONG FOR IT IS DESTINED AND 

entities set, illegally I might say, to readings on the matter. and My guidelines are few and sue- PLANNED BY YOUR AD- 
inherit the treasures of the fallen banks. You can know by the pattern. cinct--intention is the name of the VERSARYTODEPOPULATETHIS 

It is the U.S. major representative of Every time there is immediate move- ticket receiving. YOU HAVE NO PLANET AND THAT IS GOING TO 

the Committck of 300 and therefore ment into war--you and Israel Create POWER ON EARTH CAPABLE OF ANNIHILATE OVER 6-l/2 BIL- 

will stand if ANY does. The point is the illusion Of SepXatlon. Your quar- CAUSING IT TO BE OTHERWISE, LION PEOPLE. I speak of physical 

to bring the banking community into rel is only a facade--your Elite are FOR.IN THIS, I AM THE HIGHEST life--for when the adversary is through 

five banks--all functioning directly doing exactly that which is in the AUTHORITY ON OR OFF YOUR with you--you are finished in this 

and worldwide from the Bank of Inter- blueprint. However, note that Israel PLACE OF EXPERIENCE--YOUR expression. Souls of progression will 
national Settlements in Switzerland now says that if those major n’kslle ENEMY KNOWS IT AND THAT IS be taken into proper placement--sep- 

under the Committee of 300. The launchers =e off-loaded and that tech- WHY SUCH EFFORT IS MADE TO in 
Japanese own a portion of the B of A no1ogY Passed ~UndtheAdJworl& 

arate from physical manifestation 
KEEP YOU BLINDED AND HELP- all cases for viable thinking beings 

bank as it is a compilation of facets of they will attack and not wait for the LESS. THE LIES WILL INCREASE with willingness to come within the 

the Committee of 300 in that loyal ‘*‘* AND BECOME HORRENDOUS-- universal laws governing the higher 

fragments don’t lose. The Japanese Perhaps I should tell you about AS YOU MOVE INTO CONJURED experience are all that will be ac- 

banks are at collapse. those weapons on those “stealth cargo DEPRESSION, OPPRESSION AND ceptable in any other format. Evii wili 

The stock-market in Japan is now carrters”* (They must be “stealth” WAR. REMEMBER, CHELAS, I not be accepted within the places of 

below 20,000 points and losing money because 23 of your searching destroy- WIN! SO, WHO IS YOUR ENEMY higher understanding experience. 

faster than any central banking unit ers couldn’t seem to 1oCate them prior AND WHO MIGHT JUST BE YOUR Evil is restricted to the places of 

can shore up. There is nothing to back to docking. Perhaps you should be ONLY WAY OFF YOUR PLACE physical illusion of expression--and 

the economy for it was brought to this purchasing or stealing that “stealth” OR SECURITY WITHIN YOUR never higher than the very lowest of 

level of insanity by false Real Estate technology from North Korea since PLACE? IT IS TIME YOU PAY planes of experience. Mind inten- 

utilization and that can no longer shore yours doesn’t even begin to “work”.) QUITE CAREFULATTEN~ONTO tion expressed through thought and 

up the system. POSSIBILITIES. Please see I AM, next page 

Companion Tapes From 3/14/92 
3116192 #1 HATONN dling included. Send to America learn--fine, I shall take up those 

inquiries, probably in oral meeting 
I wrote at length on Saturday last. 

West, P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, 
wherein we can cover more subject 

Then we met for over FIVE HOURS 
CA 93581.) We w~I begin to have 

on that afternoon in which I laid forth 
more oral meetings and we are not mattermoreraPidly* Inotherword% 

I shall be responding more to your 
quite definite probabilities and factual 

going to repeat it all in writing for 
weare out oftimefor such. You will letters and questions in open fO- 

intentions. find that I state that I refuse to rum--on tape. I wiB NOT be giving 
I am not going to ask Dharma to further debate &sues of contention personal readings nor fortune tell- 

repeat all that in print--as she spent 
over ten hours at the task of service 

and/or argueiuanymeasure. I will ing. I will not be giving specific 
“safe places” other than as I write 

on that day= I ask that in this Paper 
give you that which I may and that 

I them as with the underground fa- 
information be given as to how you 

which I can offer for your use. 
f orce nothing and neither shall I cilities. It is time you confront 

who wish those tapes in COPY, can “drag" you along like a cow. to- WHY you desire “safety”. I~YOWS 

obtain them. (Editor: Meetings branding. 

generally run 3-5 tapes and they are 
It is not my business is disagreement on topics--hold with 

what you believe and if your opinion Your own opinion and we shah see 
$10 per meeting shipping and ban- differs and intention of inquiry is to who might have been correct. 

I Am Aton 
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I AM cont. j-om previous page oppress or bring down another--so it hogwash and will mislead and distract 

actions is the measufi of journey l I 
shall come to pass that it will be you 
who is ultimately smitten. If it be only 

you). The one in the “blue turban” is 
on the scene and it is representative of 

Espionage and 
take no exception to your 6c oPin- 
ions”--but I tell you that THIS IS 

things of flesh for which you petition the flag of ONE GOVERNMENT 
and guidelines to simply hold onto UNDER THE UNITED NATIONS 

‘IHE WAY THAT IT & I suggest physical expression--so shall ye be in 
coun~io~ 

IN CONNECTION WITH THE AD- 
You walk gently9 beloved, for you the losing for it will bind you to the VERSARY TOOLS OF ZIONIST 
tread uPon that very thing which in- 
sures your safe passage--in those nifty 

prison and you will deny your lifeboat 
‘Part II. 

BRITISH ISRAEL WHOSE COUN- 

‘ ‘opinions” of self-proclaimed ‘ ‘au- 
come to bfing you into safety, CIL OF ACTION IS THE COMMIT- 3/16/92 #2 HATONN 

thorities’ ’ and ‘ ‘experts’ ’ . 
Does this mean that you who are TEE OF 300 UNDER DIRECT COM- 

In Your striving for security and safe places, MAND OF THE ADVERSARY When CIA Director William 
desperation not to lose anything--are should cease your work--absolutely HIMSELF. MY TEAM SHALL Colby was asked at his Senate con- 
you set to lose EVERYTHING? I NO. y ou must make a passage of MOST CERTAINLY “WIN” BUT firmation hearings, in the fall of 1973, 
suggest You ponder it quite rapidly interim survival and sorting, leader- THE BASTARD WHORE WILL what he believed to be the proper 
now, for Your Elite Conspirators have ship and balance. In factual outlay-- TAKE MOST OF THE POPULA- scope of CIA activities within the 
run You out of time and they Plan to it is what and how you function which TION WITH HIM INTO THE PITS United States, his first response was, 
have it ALL--ALL ASSETS, PROP- shall d&de the play. 
ERTY--AND YOU! 

OF DESTRUCTION. SO BE IT. “We obviously have to run a head- 
How long will this tired old planet quarters hel% we have to ramitpple 

Timing? Watch South Africa and SELECTIVE INTENT 
watch the price of gold--therein lay 

last as is? I suggest you carefully for our staffs, and so forth, and we 

consider the prophecies for as you are have to conduct investigations on those 
the clues. We will work with you any 
way we can do so within the bound- 

In the last meeting I had one ex- going at present--and without change People***” No One disputes the need 
press a suggestion that “we unify and in total revolvement--your hours are for the agency to conduct certain rou- 

aries laid forth bY higher councils--but cause speakers to misspeak and do numbered in the time of this one tine administrative business within the 
we will work in behalf of no-MAN foolish things so that they are shown generation. United States, but few people realize 
who oppresses a brother in any man- for what they are.” No--you cannot The WORD is TRUTH and we that what the “headquarters” needs to 
ner whatsoever. It, therefore, is time have right to function FOR or instead bring the WORD. YOU shall chooseas be “run” includes dozens of build- 
to confront Your own reason for the of another--alwayspreyforchange of to your participation, acceptance, de- ings in the Washington area alone, 
‘ ‘Prayers’ ’ YOU send forth for if it be 
to gain control over mother and/or 

serffor only self can be changed--ask nial or simply remain in total refusal to large training facilities at several loca- 
energy for better receiving, more dis- see. Ignorance is one thing which is tions in Virginia, a paramilitary base 
cemment in wisdom of the listeners in North Carolina, secret air bases in 

plas mic 
and then, only then, can the scenario 

now past excusing for the WORD IS 
BROUGHT FORTH--deliberate re- Nevada and Arizona, communications 

be effectively CHANGED. fusal and denial of the WORD is your and radio intercept bases around the 
You all must come to realize that choice but who comes into My care is country, scores of “dummy’ ’ corn - 

Capsules 
it is not even MY opinion or judgment MY CHOICE--NOT YOURS, mercial organizations and airlines, 
of anything or any one which is in OTHER THAN YOUR ACCEP- operational offices in more than twenty 
point. I am not anti-anything--even TANCE OF THE GOODLY LAWS major cities, a huge arms warehouse 

evil. I simply disallow &ry evil into OF CREATOR AND CREATION-- in the Midwest, and “safe houses” for 

3116192 #I HATONN My places and, therefore--l is solely EXCEPT THROUGH ME SHALL secret rendezvous in Washington aid 

your judgment of self and actions, YE COME INTO THE KINGDOM other cities. While most of these are 

I have spoken to you regarding evil or goodness which means any- OF TRUTH. IT SHALL IN NO- oriented toward foreign operations, 

actions which will be taken when you thing. I simpfy remind you that I WISE BE THROUGH DEMO- ‘Orne are used fu11-. 9’. part-time for 
reach a point of self-destruction. You shall discern the intent and that is CRATICVOTE-INAS YOU WOULD Purely domestic activities’ 
had better start paying attention to upon which will be concluded pas- DEM%‘VD TO WALK INA PARADE m: At this point I would give 

“Star Trek” for you are THERE. sage on My safety-ships. I certainly OR ACCORDING TO THE IN- 3’ ou some information which wiIl be 

When you ignite that outer layer belt hope you keep in mind that physical JUSTICE OF A COURT OF MAN- ‘Oming forth in the press as if in 
around your planet, WE have the next expression is LIMITED TO PHYSI- RULES AND REGULATIONS. shock treatment9 as examp1e9 Of 
choice of action. We can either draw CAL DIMENSION--AND NO YOUR EVIL IS UNACCEPTABLE buildings and f*nt organizati!? 
off that plasmic belt and ionize that OTHER ‘BOAT” CAN GET YOU IN MY PLACES OF GOODNESS. for p”~oses Of ‘landestine act1v1- 
particulate or we can increase it so that FAR ENOUGH OFF YOUR PLACE THIS IS THE TIME OF FINAL ties-‘@t in washin@Ono This is to 
it contains the gaseous and/or barren (PLANET) TO FACILITATE SUR- SORTING-WHERE WlzLYOUBE? simply show you that it goes On 
star-matter which you will become. VIVAL OF THE SPECIES. 
We will, at any rate, protect the or- 

Close this please so that we can constantly, urgently, secretly and 
t&e *respite and &en we shall begin rightunderyourn~~ inthe !&ladow 

biting order of universal function. I THE BLUE TURBAN immediately following, on our subject of the White House for convenience. 

am appalled at your thought patterns. in point. The CIA is taking great There is a private, non-profit, 

I am continually accused of arro- Let us take a break at this point and invasive (publicly) actions all around historical and cultural association 

gance. Arrogance ?? I suggest the then we shall dive right off into the the globe and you must understand its called the Confederate Memorial 

arrogance of the accusers is beyond reviewing of the CIA for as the ‘ ‘intel- purpose and intent. Thank you for Association (CMA) which operate 

my own comprehension--indeed, ligence” servicesall becomeonefunc- your attention. I suggest that you a museum and library in Washing- 

beyond any comprehension. YOU tioning military machine--you must carefully consider these things I lay ton. The intelligence community 

will not be in the deciding who will know the pattern so that you can forthon yourbanquet tableand choose efforted diligently to take over the 

and will not come aboard my ships, or understand what is taking place under carefully the food--for thought. Salu. buildings and sham cover of that 
come into the safety of the places WE 
shall obtain or hold open for passage-- 

the banner of the blue turban (flag). organization for money laundering 

You had best go back and take a America West and other clandestine operations. 

YOU WILL HAVE ONEPOSSIBIL- review of some of the seer’s nota- This wiIl not +hock” you who are 

ITY FOR SURVIVAL--THROUGH tions--try Nostradamus (the “old” P.O. Box 986. ) now versed in the strange world of 

ME! IS THAT ARROGANCE? SO original projections--never mind these Tehachapi, CA 93581 covert intelligence, but it clearly 

BE IT! “new” revelations for they are total (805) 822-9655 Please see CIA, next page 
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ilhrstrates how clandestine activities 
arehiddenbehinddeceptive facades. 

In this case, a legitimate, non- 
profit association was targeted for 
takeover by the intelligence com- 
munity. 

The association and the museum 
were struggling financially and the 
fact that the building was only eight 
blocks from the White House--it 
was immediately noted that funds 
would be made available “in ex- 
change for - - -“, etc. 

Please understand, readers, that 
takeovers are usually done with great 
hidden dexterity. First, ones offer 
to help, then in exchange get a few 
members on the Board and then 
more and more until the orgauiza- 
tion ceases to function and the beast 
takes total possession. This one 
placement and operation was di- 
rectly hooked to the Iran-Contra 
operations, Oliver North, money 
laundering and other covert clandes- 
tine operations. This goes on con- 
tinually in all parts of your globe. 
As in this case in point--the intelli- 
gence connections come full circle-- 
from the early, innocent-seeming 
involvement in the CMA, in this 
@stance, to the current litigation in 
the matter with “fixed” judges and 
participating legal counsel set forth 
to “insure” proper judicial out- 
come in favor of the clandestine 
operations.] 

Colby continued: “We have 
to contract with a large number of 
American firms for the various kinds 
of equipment that we might have need 
for abroad. ’ ’ Again, this is on the 
surface a legitimate function. The 
CIA every year purchases tens of 

millions of dollars’ worth of goods 
from domestic companies--everything 
from office supplies to esoteric espio- 
nage equipment. But Colby carefully 
left out any mention of those other 
‘ ‘purchases’ ‘--the services provided 
for by the CIA’s contractual relation- 
ships with universities, “thinktanks”, 
and individual professors. 

COLLEGE CAMPUS ACTION 

Many of these came to light in 
the winter of 1967 after Ramparts first 
revealed the CIA subsidization of the 
National Student Association and as 
exposure followed exposure Richard 
Helms asked his Executive Director to 
report back to him exactly what the 
CIA was doing on American cam- 
puses. The Executive Director quickly 
found that he had no easy task before 
him, since nearly every agency compo- 
nent had its own set of programs with 
one or more American universities 
and there was no central office in the 
CIA which coordinated or even kept 
track of these programs. A special 
committee was formed to compile a 
report and its staff officers spent weeks 
going from office to separate office to 
put together the study. 

The committee compiled data 
on the hundreds of college professors 
who had been given special clearances 
by the agency’s Office of Security to 
perform a wide variety of tasks for 
different CIA components. The Intel- 
ligence Directorate, for example, had 
a corps of consultants on campus who 
did historical and political research, 
much like normal scholars, with the 
difference that they were almost never 
permitted to publish their finding;; in 
a few instances, that rule was sus- 
pended on condition that the source of 
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their funding was not identified, and if the covert operators, research was not 
the work neatly coincided with a pre- the primary campus interest. To the 
vailing CIA propaganda line. Clandestine Services the universities 

Similarly, the Directorate of represented fertile territory for re- 
Science and Technology employed cruiting espionage agents. Most large 
individual professors, and at times American colleges enrolled substan- 
entire university departments or re- tial numbers of foreign students, and 
search institutes, for its research and many of these, especially those from 
development projects. (This apart the Third World, were (and are) des- 
from the millions of dollars of work tined to hold high positions in their 
the S&T Directorate contracted out home countries in a relatively few 
every year to private companies and years, They were much easier to 
‘ ‘think tanks’ ’ .) Research of this type recruit at American schools--when they 
included the development might have need for money, where 

6 LINES DELETED they could be easily compromised, 
commonly used). and where foreign security services 

In many cases, the CIA’s re- could not interfere--than they would 
search involvement on the campuses be when they returned home. To spot 
went muchdeeper than simply serving and evaluate these students, the Clan- 
as the patron of scholarly work. In destineServicesmaintainedacontrac- 
1951, CIA money was used to set up tual relationship with key professors 
the Center for International Studies at on numerous campuses. When a pro- 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- fessor had picked out a likely can- 
nology. A key figure at the MIT didate, he notified his contact at the 
Center was Walt Rostow, a political CIA and, on occasion, participated in 
scientist with intelligence ties dating the actual recruitment attempt. Some 
back to OSS service during World professors performed these services 
War II who later became President without being on a formal retainer. 
Johnson’s Assistant for National Secu- Others actively participated in agency 
rity Affairs. In 1952, Max Mill&an, covert operations by serving as “cut- 
who had been Director of the CIA’s outs”, or intermediaries, and even by 
Office of National Estimates, became carrying out secret missions during 
head of the center. This linkage foreign journeys. 
between the CIA and research insti- The Clandestine Services at 
tutions on campus and in the private times have used a university to pro- 
sector became standard practice in vide cover or even assist in a covert 
later years, just as it did for the Pen- operation overseas. The best-known 
tagon. But whereas the Pentagon’s case of this sort was exposed in 1966 
procedures could to some extent be when Ramparts revealed that Michi- 
monitored by the Congress and the gan State University had been used by 
public, the CIA set up and subsidized the CIA from 1955 to 1959 to run a 
its own “think tanks” under a corn- covertpolice-trainingprograminSouth 
plete veil of ‘secrecy. When in 1953 Vietnam. The agency had paid $25. 
the MIT Center published The Dy- million to the university for its ser- 
mmics CJJ Soviet Society, a book by vice, and five CIA operators were 
Rostow and his colleagues, there was concealed in the program’s staff. 
no indication to the reader that the *** 

work had been financed by CIA funds 
and that it reflected the prevailing DRUG PROGRAMS CON- 
agency view of the Soviet Union, CEALED 
MIT cut off its link with the center in 
1966, but the link between the center The 1967 study on the CIA’s 
and the CIA remained, and the agency ties with American universities cov- 
has continued to subsidize a number of ered all the activities described above, 
similar, if smaller, research facilities but the staff officer responsible for 
around the country. preparing it was told that no re- 

search program concerning the use 
RECRUITING SPIES of drugs was to be mentioned in the 

‘report. The agency’s interest in 
The compilers of the 1967 drugs was more than a passing one; 

study on CIA ties to the academic one officer wasassigned to travelall 
community also found that the Clan- over Latin America, buying up all 
destine Services had their own re- sorts of hallucinatory drugs which 
search links with universities, for the might have some application to in- 
purposeof developing better espionage telligence activities and operations. 
tools (listening devices, advanced 
weapons, invisible inks, etc.). But for Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. ji-om previous page to say a very large number of Ameri- 
can citizens have given us informa- 

The final study that the Ex- tion. We do not pay for that infor- 
ecutive Director presented to Director mation. We can protect their pro- 
Helms was several inches thick, but prietary interest and even protect their 
the man who wroteit was still not sure names if necessary, if they would 
that it was complete, less because he rather not be exposed as the source of 
feared having overlooked some par- that information. [H: That by any 
titular CIA component or proprietary name represents turning in your 
organization which had its own uni- brother, neighbor, etc. It was a 
versity program than because he sus- typical ploy of the Nazi Secret Ser- 
petted that information hadbeen with- vice and the KGB through Com- 
held from him, particularly by the munist regimes. You have become 
covert operators. that very thing which you claim to 

Because of its sensitivity, only deplore!] 
one copy of the study was made, and What Colby was referring to 
it was turned over to the Director. was the Domestic Contact Service 
Helms reviewed it and agreed with its (DCS). The DCS’s primary function 
conclusion: that all the CIA’s campus has traditionally been to collect intel- 
activities were valuable to the agency ligence from Americans without re- 
and should be continued, except for a sorting to covert methods. Until early 
few individual contracts that had be- 1973 the DCS was part of the CIA’s 
come outdated or too exposed. In the Intelligence Directorate, the overt 
end, there was selective pruning of analytical part of the agency. The 
these programs, but essentially the DCS’s normal operating technique is 
CIA’s activities with and at the uni- to establish relationships with busi- 
versities continued as they had before nessmen, scholars, tourists, and other 
the NSA scandal broke. They do so travelers who have made trips abroad, 
today. usually to Eastern Europe or China. 

Thelone copy of the study was These people are asked to provide 
placed in the CIA Executive Director’s information voluntarily about what 
safe for future reference. Within a they have seen or heard on their jour- 
few weeks after Helm’s review, the neys. Most often they are contacted 
report had to be pulled out; a contra- by the agency after they have returned 
versy had erupted at a Midwestern home, but occasionally, if the CIA 
university over alleged contracts be- hears that a particular person plans to 
tween a certain professor and the CIA. visit, say, a remote part of the Soviet 
When the study was consulted to find Union, the DCS will get in touch in 
out if the allegations were correct, advance and ask the traveler to seek 
neither the professor nor the program out.information on certain targets. In 
he was associated with was listed the past the DCS has, however, shied 
anywhere in the bulky document. away from assigning specific mis- 
There was a collective sigh of relief in sions, since the travelers are not pro- 
the agency’s executive suite and some fessional spies and may easily be ar- 
mumbling about irresponsible students rested if they take their espionage 
making ridiculous charges. Shortly roles too seriously. 
thereafter, however, the Director’s 
staff found out that the espoused pro- COVERT ABSORBS DOMESTIC 
fessor was genuine and had telephoned 
his CIA contact to discuss how he On several occasions over the 
should react to the charges. He was years, the Clandestine Services have 
told to get a teaching job elsewhere-- expressed an interest in assuming con- 
and he did. trol of the DCS--with the argument 

Soon after, another incident that in the interest of efficiency all 
OCCUITd CIA intelligence collection by human 

10 LINES DELETED sources should be run out of the same 
Returning to Director Colby’s directorate. During the late 1960’s the 

explanation of the CIA’s domestic Clandestine Services were specifically 
activities: rebuffed after a crude takeover at- 

We also, I believe quite prop- tempt, but as a compromise measure 
erly, can collect foreign intelligence Director Helms allowed clandestine 
in the United States, including the operators to be assigned to the DCS in 
requesting [sic] of American citizens order to better coordinate intelligence 
to share with their Government cer- collection. The DCS itself remained 
tain information they may know about under theIntelligence Directorate. But 
foreign situations, and we have a in early 1973 Director James 

the DCS to the Clandestine Services. 
Although there wasno public notice of 
this change and travelers were not 
informed they were now dealing with 
theCIA’sclandestineoperators, Sena- 
tor William Proxmire somehow got 
the word and told the Senate on Au- 
gust 1, 1973, that he was “particu- 
larly disturbed” by the shift. “Mr. 
Colby says,” Proxmire explained, 
“that this is to improve the coordina- 
tion of its collection activities with 
those of the Agency abroad. I find this 
disturbing because of the possibility 
that the DCS , which has a good reputa- 
tion, may now become ‘tainted’ by the 
covert side of the Agency. ” m: This 
is all wrapped up and entangled 
with Proxmire later, at the time 
when shipments of gold were being 
secretly taken from your reserves. 
Remember also, that special ar- 
rangements were made which al- 
lowed Mrs. Johnson to even sell 
some of that gold in Mexico. The 
“web” goes beyond entanglements 
and into hard, permanent KNOTS 
which ever bind more tightly the 
whiiIing spiral of the cocoon en- 
shrouding you-the-people.] 

Again, Colby at the Senate 
hearing: 

We also, I believe, have cer- 
tain support activities that we must 
conduct in the United States in order 
to conduct foreign intelligence opera- 
tions abroad; certain structures are 
necessary in this country to give our 
people abroad perhaps a reason for 
operating abroad in some respects so 
that they can appear not as CIA em- 
ployees but as representatives of some 
other entity. 

Here Colby was undoubtedly 
talking about the CIA’s training fa- 
cilities, weapons warehouses, secret 
arrangements with U.S. companies to 
employ ‘ ‘deep cover’ ’ CIA operators, 
covert dealings with arms dealers, and 
other back-up activities necessary to 
support paramilitary operations and 
other clandestine doings overseas. He 
may also have been referring to the 
CIA’s use of American foundations, 
labor unions, and other groups as 
fronts to fund covert-action programs 
overseas, or to the proprietary corpora- 
tions which operate for the CIA around 
the world. In this last category are the 
complex web of agency-owned air- 
lines--Air America, Air Asia, Civil 
Air Transport, Southern Air Trans- 
port, Intermountain Aviation, ( 
DELETED )--all of which have 
headquarters in the United States, and 
some of which maintain extensive 
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in direct competition with private com- 
panies, receive charter contracts from 
the U.S. government, and often oper-. 
ate domestically, in addition to taking 
on secret missions for the CIA abroad. 
m: This bunch of thugs even infil- 
trates and utilizes the facilities of 
your environmental foundations 
such as Greenpeace, etc., to do their 
heinous and deviate work--all nicely 
sanctioned by your Administration. 
You must remember that Admin- 
istration “advisors”, etc., are CHO- 
SEN by the President-not elected 
by you-the-people and they only 
serve the Elite Conspiracy-NOT 
YOU-THEPEOPLE.] ’ 

4 LINKS DELETED 
All these companies--and oth- 

ers not yet revealed--do much more 
than provide cover for CIA employ- 
ees, as Colby implied. They represent 
businesses worth hundreds of millions 
of dollars that can be used in all 
manner of operations by the CIA both 
at home and overseas. 

Colby concluded: 
Lastly, 1 think that there are a 

number of activities in the United 
States where foreign intelligence can 
be collected from foreigners, and as 
long as there is foreign intelligence, I 
think it is quite proper that we do this. 

FOREIGN STUDENTS. VISI- 
TORS. IMMMIGRANTS TAR- 

GETED 

In this instance Colby was re- 
ferring in part to the CIA’s efforts to. 
recruit foreign students on American 
campuses, and a similar program, 
operated with the cooperation of mili- 
tary intelligence, to suborn foreign 
military officers who come to the 
United States for training. But the 
CIA also targets other foreign visitors 
to the U.S.--businessmen, newsmen, 
scholars, diplomats, U.N. delegates 
and employees, even simple tourists. 
It is specifically for the recruitment 
and handling of foreign agents that the 
CIA maintains safe houses in Wash- 
ington, New York, and other cities. 

Another group of Americans 
who are very much targets of the CIA 
are recent immigrants. Almost from 
the moment Fidel Castro took power 
in 1959, CIA operators have worked 
closely with Cuban exiles, particu- 
larly in Florida. Most of the recruiting 
and some of the training for the 
agency’s abortive invasion of the is- 
land in 1961 took place in the Miami 
area. Even after that fiasco the CIA 
has continued to use Cuban-Ameri- 

service that does this, and I am happy Schlesinger approved the transfer of facilities here. These airlines are run Please see CLA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page said what he had “to protect the and specifically this day with Israel. time to study” and “. . . too much stuff 

cans (few aseelebrated as “retained” 
integrity of the Agency’s foreign in- All you have in such incidents as the to catch up” and “I can’t read all that 

agent--and Watergate burglar-- 
telligence sources’ ’ . Thefederaljudge, Gulf War on Iraq is the US. military stuff ‘--fine, don’t. It is only your 

Eugenio Martinez) to carry out guer- 
Roszel C. Thomsen, ruled in the CIA’s doing the dirty work of the British existence and that of your civilization 

rilla operations against the Castro 
favor and did not accept the plaintiffs through the-armed CIA and operatives and if you can’t assume enough re- 

government. It has also been quite 
contention that even if the agency had backed up by your U. S . military ma- sponsibility to catch up with what is 

active among Eastern European 
ordered that the alleged slander be chine. Remember that the major op- what--then I cannot help you. I can 

emigres in the United States. In 
committed, it had no power to do so erations of the Clandestine Services give you the information as in the 

November 1964, Eerik Heine, an 
under the National Security Act of ARE WITHIN THE MILITARY horse watering facility--1cannot force 

Estonian refugee living in Canada, 
1947, which forbade the CIA to exer- FORCES WITH THE NAVY BEING you to drink! 

sued for slander another Estonian 
c&any “internal security functions”. THE MOST DANGEROUS AND You ones can quarrel and protest 

named Juri Raus, a resident of 
PERVASIVE. and denounce me and disagree and on 

Hyattsville, Maryland. Raus, who 
FUNCTIONS BROADEN IN You act incredulous and shocked and on and on and it means NOTH- 

was American National Commander 
U.S. that Israel would “sell arms” and ING to me. I tell you how it is, what 

of the Legion of Estonian Liberation, 
‘ ‘technology’ ’ ! Why? You, through you can do and if you choose other- 

was alleged to have denounced Heine 
Inhis decision, JudgeThomsen the intelligence community give them wise--so be it. 

as an agent of the KGB. 
wrote. 

Raus’ . 
the wherewithal, the technology, the If you do not believe my pre- 

defense in court was based not on the 
It is reasonable that emigre samplesandthe hardware--along with sent&ion that is disadvantageous in 

specifics of the case but on an affi- 
groups from behind the Iron Curtain instructions and facility to ship to itself--but if you don’t wish to believe 

davit submitted by then CIA Deputy 
would be a valuable source of in- prearranged recipients, There is ev- in my resources or aspect of being-- 

Director Richard Helms stating that 
formation as to what goes on in their ery reason to KNOW this is going on-- then don’t. If a dinner plate with food 

Raus was a CIA agent and had spoken 
homeland. The fact that the intelli- to your deadly enemies for the point is is set before you--do you fail to eat 

out against Heine among Estonian- 
gence source is located in the United to TAKE CONTROL OF THE when hungry because of the source 

Americans under direct agency or- 
States does not make it an “internal WORLD! (the chef may or may not be from 

ders. Helms submitted two more 
security function” over which the Israel has been arming nations Istanbul or the French Chefs school)? 

affidavits to the court stating that the 
CIA has no authority. The court such as Chinaand South Africa through I suggest you look AT TRUTH and 

CIA had further ordered Raus not to 
concludes that activities by the CIA to shipments and sales of sensitive Ameri- then consider the possibilities of my 

testify in court, but explaining he had 
protect its foreign intelligence sources can weapons and technology for de- position. It matters not one iota what 
located in the United States are within cades--whv do vou act shocked and you think about ME. It does, how- 
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the power granted by Congress to the 
CIA. 

By extension, it might also be 
argued that any “foreign intelligence 
source” located in the United States, 
emigre or not, is fair game for the 
CIA. Clearly, Americancitizens trav- 
eling abroad are eligible; clearly, re- 
searchers in universities are eligible; 
and if the agency can come up with a 
reason--such as the threat of “foreign 
influence” in American politics--then 
everyone’s eligible. And that eligi- 
bility extends not only to the honor of 
being consulted, cajoled, and fmanced, 
but to the privilege of being investi- 
gated, suborned, or whatever else the 
covert operators might wish to do. 

*** 

CIA/KGB/MOSSAD ARE ONE-- 
BRITISH CONTROLLED 

I am told that we are concluding 
this Journal herein so I shall leave the 
subject in‘point as the conclusion. I 
will cover the “mentality” of these 
clandestine operatives as we continue 
with this unfoldment. 

The work which has been done 
since this source information of 1974 
and prior, is beyond your ability to 
comprehend. You are completely 
integrated (your CIA) into and within 
the KGB and Mossad of Israel. 

Please look carefully at the scan- 
dals which pour in upon you, say, in 
the arms dealings around the world 

quiver in your boots--NOTHING IS ever, matter what I THINK ABOUT 
DIFFERENT. YOU! Hold it in your hearts. 

There is overwhelming proof that 
this kind of “business” is flourishing. 
This is under full cooperation of your 
Administration and Intelligence com- 
munity. The only ones not aware of 
even the details are you-the-people 
and your greedy, worthless politicians 
who supposedly represent you-the- 
people. I think you get the drift of 
their level of HONESTY by looking at 
the level of deceit and criminal activi- 
ties in the House banking scandal of 
this day. 

One of your major treason&s and 
criminals is Representative Stephen 
Solarz--1 believe you will find him 
also among your top abusers of the 
banking overdraft show and tell. 
Moreover, you will find that he has at 
least one and a half MILLION dollars 
in his campaign larder which he will 
get PERSONALLY when he leaves 
office--ANY WAY HE LEAVES 
OFFICE, I might add. He serves 
directly as a tool of the Committee of 
300 through powerful influence of the 
Israeli PAC via the Council on For- 
eign Relations and the Trilateral Com- 
mission. We could run this on out 
further but we have given you listings 
and you can do that homework for 
yourself. 

NO TIME TO STUDY 

I receive your complaints of “no 

By the way--the cute little toys the 
Israelis have sent include air-to-air 
missiles, anti-tank missiles and cluster 
bombs which have also maDe a large 
market in Ethiopii and Chile. There 
are also very sophisticated aircraft 
radars and jamming devices. 

Don’t fool yourself into the thought 
that Israel simply uses your technol- 
ogy and then builds their own for sale. 
The United States supports Israel-- 
hook, line and totality. You give them 
in cash as much as your own budget. 

It reminds me of them telling you 
they won’t use the money guarantees 
to build in occupied territory. What 
difference--you send ALL their fund- 
ing so what they call their investments 
is of little significance. So, they can 
use their traditional “food aid” for 
building and the new funds are di- 
verted to “food aid”. 

KOREAN “STEALTH” SHIPS 

By the way, the “stuff’ from 
Korea which is under discussion from 
those “phantom” ships is most inter- 
esting. These are very long-range 
missile launchers which launch nuclear 
thrust warheads--which are mostly 
tipped with ANTHRAX. This bio- 
logic substance can kill a man in less 
than 30 minutes utilizing an amount 
less than a quarter of a pinhead in 

Please see CIA, next page 
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quantity. This ALL originated from 
your own arsenals. Rest well tonight! ! 
By the way, number two: THEY ALSO 
PLAN TO USE SOME OF THESE 
CUTE TOYS ON YOU-THE- 
PEOPLE TO BRING YOU INTO 
CONTROL. WHETHER OR NOT 
YOU EVEN HAVE AN ELECTION 
THIS YEAR IS TOTALLY UNDER 
QUESTION-IT DOES NOT LOOK 
PROBABLE AS THECLOCKTICKS 
AWAY. 

The important character to watch 
today, however, is that newly bought 
off friend, Assad of Syria--he is just 
really, really upset over your attempt- 
ing to pirate his expected toys. It is 
never wise to trust one who could be 
bought for $4 million dollars into his 
pocket and who didn’t even perform 
then--HE IS NOT YOUR FRIEND 
AND THIS “OLD BUDDY” SYS- 
TEM IS NOT GOING TO WORK. 

SPEAKING OF POLITICS 

It is no secret that George Jr. is 
into the pot in full boil. You also must 
realize that Clinton is but a tool of the 
same factions. 

It is all entangled with the bunch 
from BCCI, Clifford Clark (personal 
member of the Committee of 300) and 
other ones such as Hatch of Utah, etc. 

The Public Broadcasting Service 
intends to present Frontline in early 
April--outlaying the structure of this 
tangled mess. Let’s see if anything of 
value can actually be given unto you 
viewers. I do suggest’ ALL OF YOU 
partake. The only way to dismantle 
the web is to untangle the strands one 
at a time. I think it a worthy subject 
to cover in more detail but I have no 
more time for such in this writing. 
Perhaps I can cover it prior to pushing 
forward on the CIA at next session. It 
will be interesting for you to have 
more of the players in mind and where 
they fit--and then, perhaps you can 
find some confirmation regarding these 
JOURNALS and offerings. 

May insight be your gift as you 
digest this information and process it 
properly within your minds. How 
many of you will pass this test which 
follows: Will you dance always, to the 
good and not evil, and when it is all 
over--will you not have thefeeling that 

you might have done better? 
IAM 

MAY THE GRACE OF GOD BE 
WITH YOU 
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Desiree Green Documents And 
Shares Her Insights Gained From 

Recent Canadian Journey 
his group will discuss the visit to see if 2/3/92 DESIRE& 

DESIRE6 GREEN DOCUMENTS 
AND SHARES HER INSIGHTS 
GAINED FROM RECENT CANA- 
DIAN JOURNEY Seminars Janu- 
ary 23 and 24,1992 

Since I have been “bursting” in- 
side myself with so many feelings 
about our recent seminar trip to 
Canada, Father has guided me to share 
these valuable “lessons” with all of 
you. 

This sharing is especially for those 
of you here in our tiny circle who have 
consciously chosen to serve God and 
have been so very loving and gracious 
in assisting the semination of this great 
work, the Word going forth. 

My part in dealing with our Cana- 
dian “experience’.’ began before we 
left California on Tuesday January 2 1, 
1992. This was when a newspaper 
article about our upcoming trip to 
Vancouver and Victoria from the Ca- 
nadian “Times Colonist” was given 
to me. The headlines read, “UFO 
parley carries anti-Semitic twist”. 
Truthfully, my heart sank to the pit of 
my stomach. The article was done by 
Richard Watts from a phone interview 
he did with Sandy at our office. The 
first two paragraphs put it in a nut- 
shell. It read: 

” Victoria police and the city’s 
Jewish community are investigating a 
couple who believe they communicate 
telepathically with space aliens trying 
to warn them of a Zionist-Jewish 
conspiracy to take over the world. ” 

“George and Desiree’ Green of 
Tehachapi, Calif will be at the 
Harbour Towers (Victoria, B. C.) this 
Saturday for a conference on UFOs. 

“Conference topics include the 
new world order, global conspiracy 
and how Zionist Jews are trying to take 
over the world. 

“Word of the couple ‘s visit has 
some members of Victoria’s Jewish 
community worried about the racist 
nature of parts of the Green’s mes- 
sage. 

“Michael Peters, a member of the 
joint community relations committee 
of the Jewish Community Centre, said 

any action should be taken. 
‘I take this sort of thing very 

seriously, ” said Peters. 
“Victoria Det. Insp. Fred Mills 

said police have received a complaint 
and are examining the information. 

‘ ‘Neither of the Greens were avajl- 
able for comment on Monday. (When 
the interview took place.) 

“‘But Sandy Green (no relation), 
ofice manager for the company that 
publishes the Greens’ materials, said 
from Caltfornia that the couple is in 
constant communication with space 
beings called the Pleiadians, who live 
5cx) light-years away from Earth. 

“Green said everybody at America 
West Publishers talks to the aliens 
using either telepathy or the universal 
language of the solar system, which 
comes across as a pulsating sound. 

“This is their mission, to watch 
over the planet Earth, ” she said. 

One of the problems facing the 
human race is how Satan uses Zionist 
Jews to create a new world order 
where they can rule the planet with an 
iron fist, said Green. 

“2 ‘s not the Jews that are the 
problem. It’s the Zionists that are the 
problem, ” said Green. 

6’She said the aliens are now warn- 
ing humanity that the world is on the 
verge of a “‘big change. ” 

‘77~ change will bring forward a 
great cleansing period, with lots of 
death, but human beings can change 
things tf they take some action. 

“Louis Hoolaen, the Victoria resi- 
dent who has been helping to bring the 
Greens to town, said he didn’t know 
anything about any anti-Jewish sent& 
ments expressed by the space 
communicators. 

“‘I guess you would have to find 
out what [the Greens] are really talk- 
ing about at the conference, ’ said 
Hoolaefi ” UNQUOTE. 

Well, I was quite shocked by the 
tone of the author and the fact that the 
police and the Jewish Community 
were investigating US!! I inst;fntly 
became acutely aware of the danger 
we were in. 

After George gave the informa- 

tion to Hatonn, he (George) called the 
columnist, Richard Watts, and ex- 
plained our position more thoroughly 
and that we are not anti-Semitic, or 
racist. In fact weare Semites. We (the 
Hosts) are exposing Evil in all of its 
hiding places and that includes politi- 
cal Zionism. So the ONLY thing we 
are against is God of Light’s Adver- 
sary. We are anti-EVIL!! 

I waited for Hatonn and my own 
guidance to tell me we did not have to 
go. Instead I was guided by both to go 
with “THE SWORD OF GOD 
TRUTH” and we will be safe. 

We arrived on Wednesday, Jan- 
uary 22 and the problems in Victoria 
had begun. W. M . , our sponsor told us 
that the Hotel manager at ’ ‘The Harbour 
Towers Hotel’ ’ , Mike Lewis, had 
cancelled our seminar because of ex- 
treme pressure from the “Jewish” 
community. 

We found out how all the problem 
started. One of W.M’s helpers in 
Victoria had made our authorized flyer 
for the seminar and decided to put the 
New Release copy of the JOURNAL, 
“Destruction of a Planet; Zionism is 
Racism” on the back of the Seminar 
flyer. Essentially the description de- 
scribes how “...the great deceiver 
(Satan) has pulled of the greatest 
deception ever on this planet by using 
the “Jews” as his main characters 
with Zionism as their cover. Many of 
his henchmen even changed their 
names so they could hide their “Jew ” 
heritage so they could betterplay their 
games of deception.. . . It is important 
to know the dtrerence between the 
Sephardic “Jew” and the Zionist 
“Jew “for the Zionists are continuing 
to eliminate the Sephardic Jew afier 
stealing their heritage. ” and so on 
along that line. L.H. passed these 
posters out ALL over Victoria includ- 
ing businesses and the University. 

Michael Peters, I believe, was the 
first to file a complaint and then a 
whole bunch of “Jews” under di- 
rectionof a Rabbi Martin Cohen (phone 
271-6262) and Marilyn Bergen of the 
“Canadian Jewish Congress” (phone 
261-8101) began harassing and in- 

Please see CANADA, nextpage 
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CANADA, cont. from previous page and Gene, from The Consitutional ‘?%ective Inn ” to our hotel in the ager of our hotel. Our seminar began 

timidating theHoteliers first in Victoria Law Center in Sacramento, called him early Morning Paper! We don’t know at 6:30 pm and Peters harassed and 

and then on Thursday, Farida Sayani, and after the call, Mr. Lewis agreed to how they got that information so intimidated poor Mr. Lewis up until 

co-owner of “The Executive Inn” in allow our seminar BUT, he asked us to quickly! Anyway they have already 6:O0. Mr. Lewis told Peters to come 

Richmond, a suburb of Vancouver, please try to find another place be- done the damuge to us with all their to the seminar and monitor it himself. 

cancelled us after receiving the flyer cause the pressure was terrible. On false accusations in that article that He. did come with two of his 

by FAX from Marilyn Bergen. Keep Friday morning He faxed us a list of 8- 

in mind our Seminar at that Hotel was 9 other hotels and recreation centers. 

tobe held the following night, Friday, W..“* &led *em all and do you 
January 23. know that all, save one REFUSED to 

When George threatened her with have our seminar? One agreed on 

a lawsuit, she said she did not care, she Friday about 1 pm. “The Victoria 

knew her rights as a business to cancel Municipal Hall Parks and Recreation 
if she felt her business would be Cenw. Then, we r=ekd a fax at 
harmed. She (Mrs. Sayani) thought 4:20 pm-by Doug Henderson, Deputy 

therecould bea riot! Shedidn’t know ~. Director, with the following message, 

WE (Delta Pacific) are anti-Semitic by 
allowing your seminar, so I want you 
to know that we are NOT cancelling 
your booking. They are ridiculous in 
their amuTations because THIS hotel 
is half Je++sh owned! ” 

or care about laws denying Canadians “Please be advised that as we are now 

the right to question the Holocaust. aware of sensitive nature of your re- 
men I && her if she had been quested booking, the Recreation Cen- 

threatened by any ones in the Jewish tre is no longer available on Jan. 25, 

Community, ,she said no, but she was 1992- ” 
afraid of stirring up their wrath. Her W.M. continued to call other ho- 

concern, in my opinion, was losing tels and it became quite obvious that 

her business, her money. the “Jewish Community” had been 

We subsequently found out that very busy trying to shut us down. He 

they (Jewish Community) threatened found no one who would take us. 
~~ Manager (Mike Lewis) of the Reluctantly, “The Harbour Towers” 

“Harbour Towers Hotel” in Victoria agreed to take us. 
with cancelling Banquets, reservations Meanwhile back in Richmond, 

and called them anti-Semites and on Vancouver, Mr. Pascoa called our 

and on. room at 2;30 pm on Friday, FOUR 

We found another Hotel called hours before our seminar, and asked 
“Delta Pacific” in Richmond, Var.,- for George Or Desiree’ Or both t0 

cbuver on Thursday afternoon to take p lease come to his office he needed to 

our seminar. We briefly explained the talk. George was taking a bath, so I 

problem with “The Executive Inn” went. Both Jack Pascoa and David 

cancellation, showed Mr. JackPascoa, Crawford were waiting for me. My 

Catering Manager, our authorized flyer heart sank because I knew what was . 

I briefly explained our side of the 
story and promised that we would 
stick to the subjects on the flyer we 
gave him. We would not speak about 
Jews or Zionism or the Holocaust 
since that was illegal. He seemed 
really shocked about that information 
(Holocaust propaganda being illegal 
to challenge ) . And he was genuinely 
concerned about us. He suggested 
that perhaps we should hire body- 
guards, and I said that we are under 
God’s protection and we would not 
stir anything up. He joked with me 
and said that he would not return that 
woman’s call (Marilyn Bergen) until 
Monday when the dust had settled. He 
said they (Jewish community) threat- 
ened to cancel business bookings and 
to riot the hotel and he thought the 
whole thing was ridiculous and he 
would not allow them to intimidate 
him. He also said the “Jews” were 
calling and lecturing all of his staff and 

friends and they bitched and moaned 
about having to pay $20.00 to come 
in. One of them said to me, “I have 
come to hear about the Zionist con- 
spiracy. I am a ‘free speech’joumal- 

.ist.” I said, “Well I am sorry, but we 
will not be discussing the Zionists 
tonight, that is our agreement with the 
hotel. You will hear generally about 
the Conspiracy of the Elite. If you 
wish to know more about the Zionists, 
come to our seminar on Tuesday in 
Washington where we will speak freely 
about it because in the U.S. we still 
have FREE SPEECH, you do NOT in 
Canada. ” Finally all three did pay to 
come in and they sat on the very back 
row in front of W.M. and I and the 
book table. 

Meanwhile about lo-15 others, 
apparently from the “Jewish” com- 
munity congregated outside the semi- 
nar room and complained and looked 
quite unhappy. The media did show, 
TWO different TV stations Greg Morin 
of CFAX News (604-381-6397) and 
Mijung Lee of Check 6 News (604- 
389-6400). Morin of CFAX inter- 
viewed George before his presenta- 
tion and then set up cameras inside. 
Mijung Lee of Check 6 News came 
about 6:30. So before and DURING 
the seminar she and the CFAX TV guy 
were interviewing the Jews and the 
attendees of the seminar outside the 
room. They had their cameras at the 
registration table and the Jews would 
come up and indignantly try to intimi- 
date poor T who was registering the 
people. I was going back and forth 
between the book table and the regis- 
tration table to assist morally and 
physically both W. and T. because 
they were quite upset by all the accu- 
sations and intimidation. 

and he took it and the information to commg* I will paraphrase. David 

David Crawford, Director of Sales, crawford says, “we want YOU to be 
who approved and booked us for Fri- aware that we have been harassed all 
day, Jan. 23. We &&& in and all dg long by embers of the “Jewish ” 
seemed well for a short time there. community about the nature of your 

Mawhile, M&e~wis~ce~& StWliFUlr. Not Only that, the local 

our booking at The Harbour Towers, newspaper published your move from 

PHOENIX OPERATOR/OWNER MANUAL 
$lO.OO...Trade Paper 

By Sananda, Lord Michael, St Germain 

This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules to live by which 
will keep you firmly on the lighted path of GOD. The Cosmic 
Brothers explain that when you understand and live by GqD’S 
LAWS OF BALANCE, you will obtain your ticket for gradua- 
tion off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the 
basis for the Eighteen Cosmic Laws of Balance of God, including 
The Highest Law of The Creation, How to Recognize.the Anti- 
Christ Within, Understanding Personal Responsibility and the 
Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors). 

TO ORDER CONTACT 
AMERICA WEST AT 

800-729-4131 

trying to intimidate and confuse them. 
He warned us to be very careful since 
he was sure they would send spies and 
people to try and cause a problem. He 
also said he expected a lot of media to 
be there. 

He was very understanding and 
helpful and I am grateful that God 
opened the door for us to do our 
seminars. All we needed was courage 
and determination. 

We did our seminar at Delta Pa- 
cific and over 200 people came to 
listen. Although we were all pretty 
nervous, other than a few obvious 
spies, we were not harassed or both- 
ered, nor did any public media show 
UP. 

The next morning, we checked out 
of Delta Pacific Hotel and took the 
ferry to Victoria. Since we were 
unable to locate another speaking cite, 
Mike Lewis agreed to have us. We 
checked into the Harbour Towers. 
W.M. had a friend of his who was a 
local radio announcer start publiciz- 
ing that our seminar was indeed on at 
The Harbour Towers. He did this all 
Saturday afternoon. Then Michael 
Peters of the Jewish Community be- 
gan harassing Mike Lewis, the man- 

One Jewish guy came up to the 
registration table where I was standing 
with T. and he brought the CFAX TV 
cameraman with him and asked very 
arrogantly, “I want to buy the book 
about ‘Zionism is Racism’. Do you 
have a copy of that for me to buy?” I 
said, “I am sorry, we did not bring 
that book tonight. You may order it by 
mail from our office if you wish. ” He 
looked at the cameraman and said, 
very spitefully, “You see! Are you 
recording THIS?” and the camera 
guy recorded T. taking money and 
registering people and then they all 

Please see CANADA, next page 



CXVADA, cont. porn previous page books you will find out exactly the 

walked about 10 feet away to the rest 
Truth which Hatonn brings.” She 

of their group, which did consist of 
said, “What does George say about 

both men and women. 
the Jews and the Zionist conspiracy?” 
I said, “Why don’t you ask him?” 

At 6:30 George began his pre- She said, “I do not have time to wait 
sentation, a little worn and harried. until he’s finished.” I said, “That is 
We had around 80 people inside that 
seminar room. His presentation lasted 

too bad. If YOU did listen and read the 

roughly two-hours. 
books you would understand exactly 

While he was our feelings. In fact I speak entirely 
presenting, the three Jewish “spies” on Spirituality and God. If you would 
in the back had a tape recorder and listen to my presentation, you would 
mobile telephone which they used. learn that our spiritual understanding 
We allow anyone to tape, so that was revolves around the ONE Creator. 
no problem. They snickered through- And that each of US, no matter which 
out George’s presentation and W. and 
I made the mistake of leaving the book 

race, religion or sex are equal fmg- 
ments of THE ONE. Therefore big- 

table uncoverd so they stood by ami otry is not of GOD and we do not 
rummaged through every book pick- 
ing out of context what I presume 

support it (bigotry). And I rambled on 
for a few minutes more about God and 

where subjects about Jews, Zionism, Creation, Hatonn and the Hosts and 
Israel etc. In the beginning I went up she just stared at me. She seemed to 
to them and asked them to please sit listen and then she said, “You don’t 
down during the presentation that we want to tell me what George says 
would have the book table open during about the Jews and Zionism?” I said, 
the break and after the presentation And 
was done. 

‘-‘I do not speak for my husband. 
One guy, who called I do not wish to offend anyone. The 

himself “Fred” looked at me very Jewshavenothingtofearfromus. We 
spitefully and said, “What are YOU 
going to do about it?” AS if he wanted 

are bringing the Truth as it is offered 
You have to 

to start a fight with me or something. 
by Space Command.” 

I said, “Nothing, I am asking you to 
remember they were all staring at me 

please sit down. ” 
waiting to jump on me if 1 said my- 

At that moment his thing they deemed offensive! I was 
friend, I believe it was Michael Pe- quite nervous. 
ters, said, “Come on let’s sit down. 
Don’t cause any trouble. ” 

Then she said she was ready to go 

all sat. 
And they on camera now. I said oh again! I 

Within fifteen minutes after thought I was already interviewed. So 
the slide presentation when the lights we moved to the corner where I was 
were turned back on, they were at it 
again. It was disruptive to those in the 

then surrounded by these frightened, 

back and of course the media people, 
angry people. The lights went on and 
her first questions was, “What do you 

Mijung Lee, in particular was doing have to say about the anti-Semitic 
the same thing. I-ooking through the 
books for what they considered to be 

material distributed by Frontier Enter- 
pr&?” (That is W.M.‘s company.) 

“racist” or anti-SemitiCinformation. I was aught off guard because I 
At one point Mijung Lee asked thought she had understood my posi- 

me, since I was sitting by the table, tion, “I stutterd for a fraction of a 
where the information came from and moment (although it felt like eternity) 
were George and I publishers or did and recovered and said “I don’t be- 
we write it, etc. She then asked me if lieve that is true. It is your accusation 
I would go outside the conference and it is not true. It is not anti- 
room SO she could interview me. I Semitic. ” She softened a bit and 
ag=d* 

When I went out, there were still 
asked me what my presentation was 
about and I told her, actually repeated 

the Jewish crowd waitins, looking much of what I had told her off 
troubled and they moved within hear- camera. IthinkIwasin shockbecause 
ing distance towards me and Ms. Lee. I cannot remember exactly all that I 
The -efa was not on yet. She said said, only that as I spoke I became 
and I will paraphrase since I don’t moreand moreGod-centered and thus 
remember it exactly. “I want to hear much calmer, 
YOUR side of the story.” What do What I found interesting is that she 
You know about Your anti-Semitic did come back in the room. She did 
books?” I thought, MY side? She has 
already judged me guilty! But I said. 

not listen to George, but she did root 
around the books and write down 

“You are miStken, WeiUenOtmCiSt, ~n~n~s m(-j show4 aem b &e 
nor are we anti-hnitic. I Will not three Jewish guys in the back. It was 
speak further about it. If you read the really like she was working for the 
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Jewish Community, not the Truth for done better. I was relieved it was 
all Canadians as an unbiased journal- over. $000 relieved. We drove up. 
ist. But that is my opinion and I have North for a day to Nanimo and visited 
not seen the results of either her nor friends. Then we took the ferry back 
CFAX’s interviews. She left right to Vancouver on Monday morning 
before George ended his presentation and were followed. 
which was really ironic since she We decided to drive straight to 
wanted ME to tell her what HE thought! Fife, Washington where our next semi- 

By the time it was my turn to nar was on Tuesday, Jan. 29. This in 
speak, I was totally calm and centered spite of the fact that we were to be 
and I felt more comfortable up there interviewed live on CKNW radio in 
than ever before. Strange! I feel I did Vancouver Monday night. We de- 
one of my better presentations in the tided it would be wiser to do so by 
face of adversity and I was deeply remote from Washington. 
surprized and moved by my sense of When we stopped for lunch after 
inner power, security and strength. I making it across the Canadian/US. 
know Sananda and others were with border (WHEW!!!), George called 
me and George and I felt wonderful Ian at CKNW to tell him of our 
and grateful to be able to do our job in changed plans and request a remote 
spiteof my fearand the harassment we interview. He asked why. I said I 
endured. I give my deepest gratitude refuse! So George told him that 
and love to Sananda and all the others “Desiree refuses to come back be- 
who assisted us from the Cosmic cause of all the trouble we had there. ” 
realms! When he said, “What trouble?” We 

Most of the Jews left during my were really suspicious since we were 
presentation, except one guy, the one on most of the radio and TV as anti- 
who said he was a journalist for “Free Semitic Americansetc. When George’ 
Speech” (Ha!). He stayed until ques- said we were attacked by the Jewish 
tion and answer period and then left. community, he said; “Well you are 
The cameraman for CFAX missed a just running away!” You are damn 
goodly portion of my presentation, right, brother! I refuse to go to jail in 
but came for the last 20 minutes or so. a foreign country. I draw the line 
He sat in the front row with his arms there. We called Sandy and she called 
crossed in front of his chest and a him and he reluctantly agreed to have 
smirky stem look on his face. us remote. We went to a lot of trouble 

All and all the group was inter- 
ested and nice. We went to bed about 

at the hotel in Fife to get two phones 
on one line and Ian never bothered to 

1 :OO am and I did not sleep well at all. call and cancel. 
I was hyper and agitated thinking I felt at the time and I still feel it 
about everything that has happened 
and how I responded, and I could have Please see CdNADA, next page 
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In his book, Griti lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the CO- 

National Security to reveal how vert CIAoperations ofViet Nam. 
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Special Report On Iraq.And Libya 
~/18/!n so-called U.N. inspection team led by war--will happen when his Madison 

DR. JOHN COLEMAN ex-CIA agent turned nuclear arma- Avenue public opinion makers tell 
ments “expert” David Kay, was dual- him “now is the right time. ” 

HOT WAR FOR ELECTION use machinery that could be used for Thus will millions of dollars once 
several purposes. This has not satis- again be poured down the rat hole of 

President Bush is clearly planning tied the New World Order Court of the Middle East and possibly Ameri- 
to unleash United States military ac- the U.N. Security Council, which has can lives will again be put on the line, 
tion against Iraq, this time on the become, in effect, the judge, jury and not to mention the new misery such an 
pretext of forcing Iraq to comply with prosecutor for the United States; a attack will bring on a people already 
U.N. -ordered disclosure ofthe where- very dangerous development which suffering from hunger, disease and 
abouts of its alleged machinery for the free people and nations who still. be- 
manufacture of ballistic missiles. As kve in natiOIld SOVereignty aS non- 

poverty. The Madison Avenue public 
relations sub-culture, or perhaps CULT 

in the case of Libya, which is also negotiable, ignore at their peril. would be a better word, will deter- 
under threat of a U.S. terrorist attack, As this is an election year in the. mine the future of Iraq and Libya 
NO PROOF has been offered that United States, while there will be a which will cost millionsupon millions 
such machinery exists for the sole rush tojudgment by thesecurity Coun- of dollars; all this while the U.S. 
purpose of manufacturing weapons. cil rubber stamp for the U.S., the economy is in ruins and 40 million 

What was voluntarily shown to the Security Council will not make haste Americans are without jobs and 4 
to carry out its sentence. This will be million are homeless. 

CANADA, cont. from previous page left to the discretion of President 
George Bush, who will leave it to his SIMULTANEOUS ATTACK ON 

was a &-up. So I am glad we didn’t advertising executives to tell him when LIBYA? 
go and listened to our guidance on it. to launch another WEU of genocide 

Well that is about it. We did our against an alreadY crippled nation of The new offensive against Iraq is 
seminar in Fife. It was a success with Iraq. thus no more than a political ploy, and 
over 100 people attending and we Obviously the President will make it would not surprise me if, for good 
came home rather exhausted and trau- sure that his image as a tough guy will measure, a new U.S-terrorist attack is 
matized. We will not be going back to be burnished at a time when it will simultaneously launched against 
Canada or any other Foreign country count the most in the Polls. Such Libya. It is a political opportunity for 
for that matter. Thank you for reading illegal warfare--and it is illegal be- strong-man Bush to flex his muscles 
this and allowing me the opportunity cause the President did NOT receive a and too good to be missed. After- 
to share our experience. mandate fromcongress in accordance wards Bush can tell the voters that 

Addresses of Hotels: with the strict terms laid down by the when it comes to smashing “terrorist 
Executive Inn Constitution for a legal declaration of nations” he has been weighed in the 
Co-Owner: Farida Sayani (Hus- 

band and Wife team, I believe) 
72 11 Westminster Highway 
Richmond, B.C. V6X lA3 
l-800-663-2878 (Canada, Wash- 

ington, Oregon) 
Phone: 604-278-5555 ***(These 

people cancelled our seminar) 
Delta Pacific Hotel 
Manager: David Crawford 
Catering Manager: Jack Pascoa 
10251 St. Edwards Dr. 
Richmond, B.C. V6X 2M9 
Phone: 604-278-9611 ***(These 

people supported our seminar) 
Harbour Towers Hotel 
Manager: Mike Lewis 
345 Quebec St. 
Victoria, B.C. V8V lW4 
Phone: 604-385-2405 ***(These 

people endured mqjor harassment 
and agreed to have our seminar any- 
wtry) 

There were a total of Four News 
articles done in Cananda about the 
seminars which we have copies of and 
which I believe Oberli was given. If 
not we have other copies. 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR 
COMPUTER BULLETIN 

BOARD 
To read or download the Phoe- 
nix Liberator from your com- 
puter, simply dial (by modem) 
(805) 822- 1309 for the non- 
subscriptionPatriotInformation/ 
Phoenix Liberator Bulletin 
Board. Set your computer for 
2400 baud N-8-l. The board 
uses Procom+ and most of the 
files are in zipped (or com- 
pressed) format using the pro- 
gram PKZIP. Information con- 
tained on this BBS concerns 
individual rights, legal briefs of 
all kinds, constitutional and re- 
lated matters, rare treatises on 
freedom, some of the Phoenix 
Journals, and much more. If 
you try to enter the BBS through 
Windows, it won’t work. If you 
have any questions or problems, 
call the SysOp Rick Martin at 
(805) 822-9545. Spread the 
word. 

balances and found to be the man for 
the job. 

Thus will be revived the “popu- 
larity” (misguided Madison Avenue 
Nayirah inspired patriotism) of 
“Desert Storm”, which was ship- 
wrecked beneath the towering waves 
of the worst depression this country 
has ever experienced. Also, Bush has 
to do something drastic to erase the 
memory of his hideous economic and 
diplomatic defeat at the hands of the 
Japanese. President Bush hopes this 
new attack on Iraq--and most likely 
Libya also--will translate into votes to 
put him in charge for another 4 years. 

The diplomatic mission by Iraq to 
the United Nations Security Council 
scheduled for mid-March will be an 
exercise in futility. The Security 
Council, made up of the very nations 
intent on destroying Iraq, are the ones 
who will make the judgment. It is 
exactly as if the prosecutor in a case 
suddenly dons the robes of the judge 
who then vacates the scene leaving the 
prosecutor to declare a “guilty” ver- 
dict. Is this international justice? Is 
this what the American people want? 
What ever happened to our sense of 
fairness, and who is to say that this 
very machinery will not one day be 
turned against the United States itself? 

Funding the Phoenix 
Institute and the 

Constitutional Law 
Center 

Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds 
and U.S. Treasuries all help 

support the Adversary. 

Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to support 
the work of the Hosts, the Constitutional Law 
Center and publishing/distributing the Word. 

For information please telephone 805 822-0601. 
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United States Fears A Resurgent Islam 
l/92 DR. JOHN COLEMAN recognize and respect Dar Al Islam 

(the Houseof Islam). It stretches from 
The glow of an imagined victory North Africa through tde Middle East 

in theGulf War has faded. In the wake to Central Asia and the Far East, 
of the war of genocide against Iraq comprising 184 countries. 
comes a new threat to the New World One of the most powerful Islamic 
Order, the rapid rise of Islamic Fun- nations emerging from the confusion 
damentalism. It will yet prove to be of the Iraq-Iran War and the Gulf War 
the nemesis of the United States and is the nation of Iran. While Israe; 
those in the West who have failed to refuses to discuss Palestinian issues; 

while it goes on building more and 
more &ttlements on the West Bank, 
and while President Bush plays his 
little games of holding back on the $40 
billion loans guarantees for Israel, 

GeorgefDesiree’ Green 
Lecture at Berkeley, 3/24/91 

Iran is getting on with the serious 

$20.00...3 hours. 
business of strengthening its position. 

The Greens discuss their involvemen 
This will bring it into direct conflict 
with the United States. 

with extraterrestrials and their corn. 
munication with Hatonn. This is ar 

The nation with the most common 

introductory lecture that covers all 
sense that does not live under the 

aspects of Earth man’s transition. shadow of an Israeli lobby is Ger- 
many. United and strong, Germany is 

George/Desiree’ Green once again taking its rightful place 

Palo Alto, Ca. Seminar, 7/91 among nations as the powerhouse of 

!§20.00...3 hours Europe. Germanj’s leadership role 

George covers his background, and toward Iran makes United States for- 
involvement with extraterrestrials. He eign policy look positively stupid. On 
gives facts on economic collapse ant January 22nd, Germany announced 
details on how you can protect your. that it was granting credits worth $880 
self. Desiree’ introduces some of the 
current Cosmic knowledge containec 

million to Iran. The deal is being 

within the JOURNALS, 
handled by the Berliner Handels-und 
Frankforter Bank (BHF). The cash is 
earmarked for importation of German 
goods. Introduction To The Greens 

Questions and Answers 
%22.00...1-l/2 hours 

Video #l 
George gives information about his 
involvement with Billy Meier. In. 
eludes photographs of craft taken by 
Meier and portions of live footage oi 
craft, plus more. 

George’s UFO Background, 
Government Conspiracy And 

Spiritual Lessons 
$22.00...1 l/2 

Video #2 
George discusses his history of ET 
involvement and UFO investigation. 
The Global economic/political con- 
spiracy. Desiree’ discusses The Law 
of One, Creation and our personal 
responsibility in our soul’s progres- 

sion’ To Order These 
Video Tapes Contact 

America West 
l-800-729-4 13 1 

What has the United States been 
doing to better its relations with Iran? 
Precious little. Like Germany, the 
Ukraine has agreed to exchange am- 
bassadors with Iran. Part of the agree- 
ment is that Ukraine will import Ira- 
nian oil and natural gas. The deal was 
arranged by Iranian Foreign Minister 
Ali Akbar Velayati and Ukrainian 
Foreign Minister Anatoly 
Maximovitch Zienkov. The Ukraine 
is fortunate that it does not have an 
Israeli lobby to contend with. 

Iran, in a smart move, recognized 
Ukraine a day after the Soviet Uniqp 
formally ceased to exist on December 
25th, 1991. Since then, Iran has 
ignored the United States completely 
and acted swiftly and decisively to 
recognize all of the Islamic states in 
Russia and establish air, rail and sea 
links and open joint chambers of com- 

merce to boost trade and industrial Front (FIS) emerged as a leading 
cooperation. A military defense pact political force. The FIS scored major 
is high on the agenda of both coun- victories in all elections, both local 
tries. and parliamentary, over the past two 

Iranian President Akbar Hashemi years. Strong Iranian support enabled 
Rafsanjani has been invited tovisit the the FIS to capture 188 of the 430 
important stateofTurkmenistan, which parliament seats, only 28 short of an 
has the second longest common bor- absolute majority. Theelections were 
der with Iran. Iran has already opened certified by EEC observers (the United 
etibassies in Azerbaijan and States did not participate) as “fair and 
Tajikistan. In progress, and a high equitable, without fraud or duress.” 
priority of Iran, Turkmenistan, This has greatly alarmed the Bush 
Azerbaijan and Tajikistan, is a mutual Administration, the leading propo- 
defense pact. nent of the New World Order. The 

If the United States and Britain New World Order is opposed by most 
succeed in their ongoing efforts to Islamic states. 
divide and conquer the Russian mili- Knowing that the FIS would sweep 
tary , then that could benefit Iran. The the board in the January 16th parlia- 
Ukraine and the Islamic states in Rus- mentary election, the United States 
sia would be left with considerable began adopting measures that would 
military and nuclear forces. When a stop the FIS from capturing a majority 
confrontation between Israel and Is- in the Algerian parliament. When it 
lam does erupt, it could be the begin- became clear that the FIS would gain 
ning of the Battle of Armageddon. the necessary two-thirds majority 
One way or another, the United States needed to change the Algerian con- 
will be FORCED to choose sides. stitution, President Chadi Benjedid 

Iran is also seeking to strengthen was forced to resign on January 11 th 
ties with Syria. On January 2 1 st, and the election was canceled. 
Syrian Vice President Abdel Hallem Did President Bush cry “foul”? 
Khadam met with President Rafmjani. Did he rush in and demand that “de- 
High on the agenda were details of the mocracy be restored” in the manner 
talks Iran has been holding with the of his bellicose threats against Iraq? 
Ukraine and the Islamic states in Rus- Did James Baker III mount an alliance 
sia. Khadam stressed the importance in the United Nations to seek approval 
ofcooperation between Moslemcoun- for a U.S. attack on those standing in 
tries. It is known by intelligence the way of democracy in Algeria? 
sources that Syria and Iran are pres- Nothing of the kind. The arrest of 500 
ently working on a mutual defense activists and ranking officials of the 
pact. President Rafsanjani described FIS, including its leader of the moder- 
his meeting with the Islamic leaders in ate faction, Abdelkadir Hachani, did 

Russia and his discussion with the not cause even a faint murmur of 
Ukrainian Government and Syria as protest from Washington. In fact, 
“a turning point in regional coopera- only after intense pressure by a group 
tion”. of Senators did the State Department, 

In an attempt to blunt the progress haltingly and grudgingly, declare its 
of Iran in its march toward becoming “regret” that the elections were can- 
the superpower of the Islamic world, celed. It seems the Bush Administra- 
the United States has been very busy tion wears two or three different faces 
fomenting trouble in Algeria. Why when it comes to endorsing democ- 
Algeria? The United States fears that racy. One official in Washington said 
Algeria may be in the process of that “democracy was assassinated and 
acquiring technical knowledge that we are so afraid of Islam that we 
would enable it to make nuclear weap- actively encouraged it.” 
ons. Actually, as in the case of Iraq, The United States and the New 
this is not true. World Order cannot afford to let Al- 

Following the December 26th elec- 
tion in Algeria, the Islamic Salvation 

Please see ISLAM, next page 
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g&a become a secular Islamic state. 
In order to drive a wedge between Iran 
and Algeria, United States intelligence 
agents persuaded the military junta in 
Algiers to move against Iran on the 
diplomatic front. This began with the 
Algerian military junta canceling vi- 
sas for Iranians and for those holding 
diplomatic passports. The Algerian 
rulers then asked the Iranian arn- 
bassador to return home and recalled 
its ambassador to Teheran. 

After a 24-hour silence, the Al- 
gerian regime announced it had taken 
the action because of a campaign of 
criticism in the Iranian media against 
Algeria’s military rulers. The Tehe- 
ran Times, which always reflects the 
views of President Rafsanjani, stated 
that the army officers who seized 
power “had much to fear from the 
Islamic Salvation Front, and as a re- 
sult of their actions in stopping the 
election, Algeria has been pushed to 
the brink of civil war. ” Not reported 
in the Teheran Times were. the com- 
ments of a a senior Mullah in the 
Iranian Parliament who said he “fixed 
meblame for events in Algeria squarely 
upon Washington foreign policy mak- 
PC” ” 

Clearly, the United States has in- 
tervened in Algeria in a dangerous 
manner that has not gone unnoticed in 
the Islamic world. Particularly in Pa- 
kistan, which has nucle+r weapons 
and is watching with a-jaundiced eye 
the efforts by the Bush Administration 
to reverse its two decades of hard-line 
policy against India. 

It is quite obvious that the United 
States will attempt to use India, which 

Pakistan.’ “We might even see a be stolen from us by those who pro- 
conflict in which India attacks Paki- pounded the false doctrine of ‘ ‘separa- 
stan in the manner of the U.S. -Israeli tion of church and state’ ’ . That has led 
engendered attack by Iraq on Iran, ” to our decline and imminent fall. As 
said a senior intelligencecontact. On long as the United States continues to 
November 26th, 1991, Carla Hills, blindly back Israel, and as long as this 
Club of Rome-CFR Trade Represen- country refuses to recognize the legiti- 
tative in the Bush Administration, mate interests of Islamic nations, we 
urged that long-standing trade sanc- continue on a journey that will in- 
tions against India be dropped and evitably lead to war between the West- 
called for closer relations with the em World and Dar aI Islam. 
Hindu state. Of great significance was 
the agreement that an Indian/U. S: 

For More Information on Dr. 

Army steering council be set up. There Coleman’s Reports, Please 

will be Indian Army participation in Write Toi 
the Pacific Command U.S. Military W.I.R., 
program, and reciprocal visits by high- 2533 N. Carson St., 
ranking military staff officers. 

The United States, while it leads in 
concerns about the rise of Islamic 
Fundamentalism, is not alone. Many 
EEC countries are alarmed about the 
Islamic. challenge being mounted 
against U.S. foreign policy in the 
Middle East. There can be no doubt 
that the specter of Islamic Fundamen- 
talism dividing the world, as Com- 
munism did before it, is frightening a 
number of countries allied with the 
New World Order. 

‘Carson City, NV 89706 

FIND OUT WHAT’S 
REALLY GOING ON! 

The religion of Islam is unique in 
that it provides strict rules that govern 
society at every level based on rigid 
spiritual beliefs taught by the Prophet 
Mohammed. He founded the religion 
in the 7th century. Western societies 
would do well to emulate secular 
Islamic states. Had we followed the 
teachings of Christ in our everyday 
government affairs and our private 
lives, the United States would not be 
in such an unholy mess. 

This audio tape set is an intro- 
duction to the Socioeconomic, 
Political, Geophysical and 
Spiritual transmissionslmes- 
sages contained within THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS. 
Some topics covered are: ‘New 
World Order”, UFO cover-up, 
U.S. Constitution, AIDS, Spiri- 
tual Transition of Man and 
more. 

GEORGE & DESIREE’ 
GREEN AUDIO TAPE 
$12.OO...(Plus Shipping) 
Two-Tape set...3 hours 

To order contact: 
America West 

We have allowed our birthright to 

is largely Hindu, as a brake on Islamic 

I I 

I AM SANANIhi 
JES’US, ESU, 

IMMAtiUEL 

SANANDA I%STER 
This full color poster of Sananda was 
painted by artist, Randall B. Singleton. 
It is alife-like portrait masterfully cre- 
ated and a wonderful art piece that wili 
add special meaning to your home, 
office, church or meeting room. The 
poster also makes an excellent gift for 
friends, family or co-workers. 

Price $15.00 (Plus Shipping) 
Size 16” X 20” 

PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by America West, 800-729- 
4131, P.O. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 
9358 1. Subscription rates are: $20 for 
13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/Mexico); 
$30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $40 
(US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 (For- 
eign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 
(Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 
Includes back issues for current 
volume. 
Ouantitv Subscriotions: $9750 for25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Back issues of THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATORiEXPRESS. Minimum or- 
der 5-49 copies of one issue $0.50 
eachPostpaidintheContinental U.S.A. 
$0 copies of one issue $15.00 plus 
$7.50 shipping, lQ0 copies of oflc: 
issue $30.00 plus $11.75 shipping in 
the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Cowriaht Statement.’ 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by America West Pub- 
lishers, Inc. Reproduction of this newspaper 
for private, non-profit use is expressly en- 
couraged, as long as the content and integ- 
rity is not altered. For commercial purposes, 
reproduction is strictly forbidden until per- 

I 
mission is granted in writing from America 
West Publishers. 

800-729-4131 

Seminars with 
George 4% D&ire& 

Green 
APRIL 25, 
Mauriene Pierce 8 17-45 l-33 13 
OR 8 17-656-5976 
Dallas, TX. 
&IAY9&10 
UFO Expo West 
L. A. Calif. 
To sponsor. a seminar in your area 
contact: Sandv (805~822-9655 

Networking 
If youwant to connect with others in yourarea 
who are also interested in this information, 
drop us a note giving us permission to release 
your name, address and phone number (op- 
tional). 

-I NETWORKING GROUPS 

Mike Babcock 
483 S. Kirkwood #163 
Kirkwood, MO. 63 122 

314-343-1849 

Carol Keppler 
13010 N. 48th 

Scottsdale, AZ. 85254 
602-996-9’753 
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